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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Meter involves the interaction of various pulse layers, including the division of the beat,
the beat, the measure, and the hypermeasure. These interactions result in recurring patterns of
pulses on multiple levels. Meters are either isochronous, meaning they consist of evenly-spaced
pulses at every level (i.e., 4/4 or 6/8), or non-isochronous, meaning they consist of unevenlyspaced pulses at one or more levels (i.e., 5/4 or 7/8). The current literature addresses conflicts
that occur on a level when the pulses on that level are isochronous.
Non-isochronous meters and metric dissonance are prevalent in music of the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries, but the literature on metric dissonance primarily focuses on
isochronous meters. My dissertation fills this gap by expanding upon the current literature,
addressing two problems related to metric dissonance in non-isochronous meters. The first
problem involves grouping dissonances that occur in non-isochronous meters. Harald Krebs
defines grouping dissonances as “superpositions of levels of different cardinalities” when those
levels are metrical or hypermetrical beats.1 Example 1.1 shows the isochronous beats in a
measure of 3/4 compared to the isochronous beats in a measure of 6/8. Although consonance
occurs at the downbeats of each measure, dissonance occurs at the beat level, resulting in
grouping dissonance. To account for grouping dissonances involving non-isochronous meters, I
expand upon Richard Cohn’s research regarding hemiolas by modifying his ski-hill graphs. Skihill graphs allow Cohn to show hemiolas at various metric levels, and my modifications allow
me to show hemiolas involving non-isochronous meters.2 The second problem I seek to address

1

Krebs, “Robert Schumann’s Metrical Revisions,” 37.

2

Richard Cohn, "Complex Hemiolas, Ski-Hill Graphs and Metric Spaces," Music Analysis 20, no. 3 (October 2001).

1

involves displacement dissonance. Displacement dissonances are said to occur when two
identical pulses are non-aligned. In Example 1.2, 3/4 occurs on both staves, but they are offset by
one quarter note. Because the current literature does not examine displacement dissonances
involving meters with differing cardinalities, I develop a new notation system to show
dissonances that does not limit the passage to isochronous pulses and shared time spans. I call it
the Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) system. This system allows one to observe the
interaction of meters that occurs in musical passages that contain both non-isochronous pulses
and differing time spans. Using these systems, I am able to illuminate temporal features of music
from the 20th century that are not easily shown with other methodologies, such as metric
dissonance in non-isochronous meters, varying degrees of dissonance, and processes by which
metric music transforms into ametric music.
Example 1.1. Grouping dissonance between 3/4 and 6/8

Example 1.2. Displacement dissonance involving 3/4

2

Literature Review
This section provides an overview of the literature on metric dissonance and serves as a
starting point for my methodology. It is organized into subsections that deal with the literature
regarding grouping dissonances, displacement dissonances, and pulse streams, all of which have
their own advantages and limitations.

Grouping Dissonances
Maury Yeston is among the first in North American scholarship to examine metric
dissonance. According to Yeston, meter requires that an event occurs at “regular intervals” and it
requires an “interaction of two strata, one of which must always be a middleground level.”3 For
instance, in Yeston’s terms, a 3/4 meter occurs as the interaction between the beat level (quarter
note) and the measure level (dotted half note), of which the measure is at a higher level
(middleground).
Yeston also distinguishes “rhythmic consonance” from “rhythmic dissonance.” Rhythmic
consonance occurs when “the rate of any level of motion in a piece can be expressed as a simple
multiplication or division (by an integer greater than 1) of the rate of any other level of motion in
the piece.”4 For example, the meter 3/4 by itself is consonant because the quarter-note-beat can
be expressed as a simple division of the dotted half-note measure (3/1) and is isochronous.
Rhythmic dissonance occurs when these relations cannot be expressed as a simple multiplication
or division. For example, when a measure of 3/4 occurs simultaneously with a measure of 6/8,

3

Maury Yeston, The Stratification of Musical Rhythm (South Braintree, MA: Alpine Press, 1976).

4

Ibid., 78.

3

the “rate of motion” at the beat level is at a 2:3 ratio and cannot be expressed with “simple
multiplication or division.”
Yeston’s work influences Harald Krebs’s approach to meter. Like Yeston, Krebs
understands meter as an interaction of two or more pulse strata, regarding consonance as “a state
of alignment or nesting of levels of motion,” and dissonance as “a state of non-alignment.”5
Krebs distinguishes between two types of metric dissonance: grouping dissonance and
displacement dissonance. Grouping dissonances correspond to what Yeston refers to as rhythmic
dissonances.
Just as meter involves an interaction of levels, consonance is determined by the alignment
of those levels, and dissonance is determined by a non-alignment involving at least one of those
levels. The meters 3/4 and 6/8 occurring simultaneously are consonant at the measure level, as
they share downbeats, and dissonant at the beat level. Krebs adopts Peter M. Kaminsky’s term,
“grouping” dissonances,6 which are defined as “superpositions of levels of different
cardinalities” when those levels are metrical or hypermetrical beats.7 Grouping dissonances
include dissonances such as the simple hemiola, where groups of 3 conflict with groups of 2. In
Example 1.3, Krebs shows both grouping and displacement dissonances. For this section, I will
focus on the grouping dissonances, and I will return to the example in the next section. Grouping
dissonances are shown as a G followed by a fraction, in this case, 3/2. 3 and 2 refer to the
cardinalities of groups that are involved in the grouping dissonance. In this case, groups of 2 (AE repeated leaps in the left hand) conflict with groups of 3 (the measure articulated by the

5

Harald Krebs, “Robert Schumann’s Metrical Revisions,” Music Theory Spectrum 19, no. 1 (1997): 36.

6

Peter M. Kaminsky, Aspects of Harmony, Rhythm and Form in Schumann’s Papillons, Carnaval and
Davidsbündlertänze (Ph.D. Diss., University of Rochester, 1989), 27.

7

Krebs, “Robert Schumann’s Metrical Revisions,” 37.

4

melody and the displaced alto grouping). Krebs recognizes that dissonances are not all equal in
intensity. He refers to Gretchen Horlacher’s “cycles” to determine the relative intensity of
grouping dissonances. Horlacher’s cycles appear in discussions of the music of Stravinsky.
Cycles are “the larger pattern[s] created by the simultaneous repetitions of…strata.”8 The longer
the cycle, the greater the dissonance, according to Krebs. In other words, the more attacks that
occur before the two strata align, the more dissonant the relationship. G3/2, which contains a
cycle of 6 pulses, is therefore less dissonant than G5/4, which contains a cycle of 20 pulses.9
Example 1.3. Krebs’s grouping and displacement dissonances10

Although Krebs’s conception of grouping relies on metrical considerations, Lerdahl and
Jackendoff distinguish grouping structure from metrical structure. They claim, “Grouping
structure consists of units organized hierarchically; metrical structure consists of beats organized
hierarchically.”11 Example 1.4 reproduces Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s grouping and metrical
analysis of the opening of Mozart’s G Minor Symphony. They show hierarchical groupings with
the curved brackets and hierarchical metrical structures with dots. Note that the three-note

8

Gretchen Horlacher, “The Rhythms of Reiteration: Formal Development in Stravinsky’s Ostinati,” Music Theory
Spectrum 14 (1992): 174.

9

Krebs, “Robert Schumann’s Metrical Revisions,” 38.

10

Ibid., 37.

11

Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983), 25.

5

fragments (eighth-eighth-quarter) represent groups, or units, that do not coincide with metrical
beats. The first two eighths occur on a weak metrical beat (beat four), and the quarter-note occurs
on the strong beat. Although Lerdahl and Jackendoff make a compelling argument for the
separation of grouping and metrical structures, my use of the term “grouping” resembles Krebs’s
conception of the term.
Example 1.4. Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s grouping and metrical analysis of the opening of
Mozart’s G Minor Symphony12

Richard Cohn further theorizes about grouping dissonance by discussing various levels of
dissonance that can occur between two metric states. Metric states constitute the conglomeration
of strata that occur within a time span. For example, a metric state could involve only 3/4 time,
only 6/8 time, or a simultaneous instance of 3/4 and 6/8 time signatures. Metric states vary in
levels of dissonance depending on the conflicting strata.

12

Ibid., 27.

6

One example of conflicting strata is the simple hemiola. Cohn describes a hemiola as
occurring “when a span of time is trisected in place of an anticipated bisection.” He expands his
discussions to double hemiolas and complex hemiolas. Double hemiolas characterize “the
relationship between symmetrical divisions of a time-span that simultaneously bear 3:2 conflicts
at two adjacent levels of a metric hierarchy.” Complex hemiolas involve “the relationships
between symmetrical divisions where such conflicts occur at three or more distinct levels.”13
Example 1.5 shows Brahms’s Capriccio, op. 76, no. 8, mm. 1–9, and Example 1.6 shows Cohn’s
metric states for the passage. Cohn’s metric state in Example 1.5 essentially shows two different
grouping dissonances, G4/6 (whole-note and dotted whole-note) and G2/3 (half-note and dotted
half-note), where a unit refers to a quarter-note. The advantage of Cohn’s methodology here is
that he can easily show the relationships between metric states that occur at different times in the
music, whereas Krebs’s methodology works best for simultaneous grouping dissonances. On the
other hand, Cohn is concerned solely with 2:3 conflicts, and Krebs’s methodology allows for
other cardinalities of grouping conflict.
Cohn develops “ski-hill graphs” to show the different possible metrical “paths” for a
musical line to take. In Example 1.7, each southeast line points to a pulse division by three, while
each southwest line points to a division by two. Each instrument or group of instruments takes a
certain path, and a conflicting instrument or group of instruments takes another path. The paths
taken represent the metric state of the passage.

13

Cohn, “Complex Hemiolas,” 295.

7

Example 1.5. Brahms, Capriccio, op. 76, no. 8, mm. 1–9

Example 1.6. Cohn’s metric states14

14

Ibid., 299.

8

Example 1.7. Cohn’s ski-hill graph15

Cohn assigns each possible ski-path a letter (Example 1.8) and graphs the relationship
between the paths in his metric space visual (Example 1.9). Each line in Example 1.9 represents
the degree of hemiola that occurs between two states. For example, A-B is a simple hemiola (one
degree of dissonance), while A-F is a complex hemiola (four degrees of dissonance). This allows
analysts to determine the intensity of dissonance between two metric states that share a time
span. Cohn conceives degree of dissonance in terms of the number of strata occurring in a 2:3
misalignment. This contrasts with Krebs’s conception, which involves the degree of
misalignment between two pulse strata and can include groupings other than 2:3.
Example 1.8. Ski-hill path possibilities16

15

Ibid., 308.

16

Ibid., 309.

9

Example 1.9. Cohn’s metric space17

Cohn’s methodology allows him to only consider musical passages that both share a time
span and contain isochronous pulses that are divided by 2 or 3. He recognizes the limitations of
his methodology, stating, “The theory of complex hemiolas has, at present, no means for
accounting for… the asymmetrical partitioning of a time-span.”18 This limitation is also present
in Yeston’s and Krebs’s approaches to grouping dissonance. Perhaps, these authors have these
limitations because of the repertoire they discuss, which primarily spans music of the 18th and
19th centuries. This music, unlike more recent music, does not typically require considerations of
asymmetrical partitioning of time spans. To account for asymmetrical meters, Cohn and Krebs
would both need to alter their methodologies. In their current state, Cohn’s ski-hill graphs only
allow for divisions of 2 or 3, and Krebs’s grouping dissonances only allow for isochronous
groupings.
One of the few authors to discuss grouping dissonances in non-isochronous meters is
Zachary Cairns, who defines “shared cardinality grouping dissonances” in asymmetrical
meters.19 In Example 1.10, for instance, Cairns shows dissonance between a 3+2 grouping and a
2+3 grouping, highlighting the relative strength and weaknesses of the pulses using Lerdahl and

17

Ibid., 310.

18

Ibid., 307.

19
Zachary Cairns, “Juggling 2s and 3s” (lecture, Society for Music Theory Annual Meeting, Baltimore, November
17, 2007).

10

Jackendoff-style dot annotations.20 It would be helpful to expand his findings in light of Cohn’s
discussions, which will allow for considerations of degree of dissonance. Whereas Cairns is able
to show dissonances that occur in non-isochronous meters with a shared cardinality, his
methodology does not account for the relative intensity of the dissonances that occur. Thus, I
modify Cohn’s ski-hill graphs by adding 2+3 and 3+2 as pulse divisors. This will be discussed in
detail in the “Research Tasks” section.21
Example 1.10. Cairns’s “shared cardinality grouping dissonances”22

Displacement Dissonances
In addition to grouping dissonances, Krebs discusses displacement dissonances. As noted
before, displacement dissonances, another term Krebs borrows from Kaminsky,23 are defined as

20

Lerdahl and Jackendoff.

21

See Daphne Leong, “Humperdinck and Wagner: Metric States, Symmetries, and Systems,” Journal of Music
Theory 31, no. 1 (2007); and Scott Murphy, “Metric Cubes in Some Music of Brahms,” Journal of Music Theory 53,
no. 1 (2009) for expansions of Cohn’s methodology. While Leong and Murphy have expanded on Cohn’s
methodology, they have not addressed this limitation in his theory.
22

There appears to be an error in this example. The dots above the second measure should be the same as the dots
above the first measure, reflecting the 3+2 grouping.
23

Kaminsky, 27.

11

“non-aligned levels of identical cardinality.”24 In Example 1.3, displacement dissonances are
shown by D and a superscript addition of integers. In this example, the number 3 refers to the
shared cardinality of the two levels that are displaced, + signals a displacement, and the number
2 refers to the length of the displacement (two quarter-notes). This methodology provides a clear
numerical visual that shows where the downbeats occur and the length of the conflicting pulses.
In terms of the relative intensity of the dissonance that occurs, Krebs claims “proximity to
consonance” is the most important factor. Accordingly, a displacement dissonance of D4+1 is
inherently more dissonant than D4+2 because the former is closer to a state of non-displacement.
Krebs’s displacement dissonance methodology proves useful for music in which dissonances
occur with offset groups of shared cardinalities and isochronous pulses. When musical passages,
particularly in the 20th and 21st centuries, contain dissonant, non-isochronous groupings, this
methodology and his grouping dissonance methodology fail to show a clear picture of the
dissonance that occurs. For example, consider the dissonance created by two measures of 7/8
displaced by one eighth-note (Example 1.11). The top staff is grouped 2+3+2, and the bottom
staff is grouped 2+2+3. Krebs’s grouping dissonances require that the pulses in each of the
conflicting meters are isochronous, and Krebs’s displacement dissonances require that the pulses
(usually measures) share a time-span. Although the displacement at the measure level can be
shown as D7+1, it cannot assume a regular stream of internal grouping consonance. In Example
1.2, it is assumed that the quarter-note beats persist without variance. The dissonance is further
complicated in Example 1.11, which involves non-isochronous beat-level dissonance, meters of a
different cardinality (9 vs. 7), and misalignment of those measures by one eighth-note. Although
9 vs. 7 in Example 1.12 is misaligned in the same manner as the displacement in Example 1.11,
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Example 1.12 really exhibits grouping dissonance at multiple levels rather than a shared
cardinality displacement dissonance. Regardless of labels, Krebs’s methodologies do not work
for dissonances of these sort. These types of dissonance require a new methodology, which I will
discuss in Chapter 3.
Example 1.11. Misaligned 7/8 involving grouping and displacement dissonances (points of
consonance shown with arrows).

Example 1.12. Misaligned 9/8 (3+3+3) and 7/8 (2+3+2) (points of consonance shown with
arrows).

Pulse Streams
John Roeder’s pulse streams, which constitute the majority of his discussions, are not
metric in nature, but rather rhythmic in nature. Roeder’s methodology has fewer limitations than
Cohn’s or Krebs’s. He does not require metrical pulses to be isochronous, and he does not
require shared time spans. His theory “represents rhythmic polyphony as two or more concurrent
‘pulse streams’ created by regularly recurring accents.”25 These pulse streams are not groupings
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and do not involve metrical considerations. They do not require, in Yeston’s terms, an interaction
of strata; rather, they are “distinct continuities” that allow for the analysis of “an irregular surface
as the sum of several concurrent regular continuities.”26
Example 1.13. Roeder’s pulse stream analysis of Schoenberg, Pierrot lunaire, op. 21, no. 2,
“Columbine,” mm. 1–1427

Example 1.13 highlights the pulse streams in mm. 1–14 of Schoenberg’s Pierrot lunaire, Op. 21,
No. 2, “Columbine.” In this example, Roeder focuses on the pulse streams that are projected in
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music as a result of varying types of accent, including contour accents, dynamic accents, and
agogic accents. He points out the relationship between violin’s dotted-half note pulse (letter A)
with its augmentation, Aʹ (dotted whole note) and the half-note pulse (B) with its augmentation
(Bʹ). After discussing the pulse streams that occur, he claims “the interaction of pulse streams is
essential to the rhythmic form of this passage.”28
Roeder’s methodology can account for rhythmic dissonance involving non-isochronous
pulses. For example, on Bartók’s “With Drums and Pipes,” Roeder discusses both displacement
dissonances and grouping dissonances involving a non-isochronous 3+2 grouping in 5/8 against
a persistent grouping of 3 (Example 1.14).29 He references Krebs’s methodology, claiming the
grouping dissonance involves a conflict between 5 and 3.30 In Krebs’s terms, this grouping
dissonance would be expressed as G5/3. Although this expression accounts for the conflict
between the 5/8 meter in the right hand and the persistent 3-group in the left hand, it does not
account for the non-isochronous pulses of the 5/8 meter against the 3-group in the left hand, in
other words of the conflict between a pulse stream of 3+2 eighth notes and one of 3 eighth notes.
The example begins in misalignment by one eighth note as a result of the grouping dissonance
between the 5-group and the 3-groups. Although Roeder is able to explain this misalignment in
his prose, he is unable to use Krebs’s displacement dissonance methodology because Krebs’s
displacement dissonances must have a shared cardinality as the first integer of the superscript.
Thus, this example exhibits a key issue in terms of Krebs’s methodology: grouping dissonance
involving non-isochronous pulses. Whereas Roeder’s methodology has fewer restrictions than
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those of Cohn and Krebs and can be used with asymmetrical meters, it does not illuminate
metrical, hierarchical pulses in music.
Example 1.14. Roeder’s grouping analysis of Bartók’s “With Drums and Pipes,” m. 2631

This chapter illuminates the problems that arise when using current methodology to
explore metric dissonances involving non-isochronous pulses. Chapter 2 will introduce a
modified ski-hill graph methodology to account for metric dissonance involving non-isochronous
pulses over shared time spans, such as 5/4 meters grouped simultaneously as 2+3 and 3+2.
Chapter 3 introduces Composite Beat Attack Point and Composite Downbeat Attack Point
notations that clarify processes of metric dissonance involving any non-isochronous pulses.
Chapters 4–6 offer extensive analyses of individual works using the methodologies
introduced in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 4 applies modified ski-hill graphs and Composite Beat
Attack Point visuals to analyze metric dissonance in Holst’s “Mars” from The Planets. This
analysis expands on Edward Macan’s work by exploring the interplay between goal-oriented
pitch events and goal-oriented metric dissonance.32 The combination of these two factors lends to
a greater understanding of war-like nature of the movement.
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Chapters 5 and 6 explore processes of metric dissonance that contribute to the
disintegration of meter altogether. As I stated at the opening of this chapter, meter involves the
interaction of various pulse layers, including the division of the beat, the beat, the measure, and
the hypermeasure. When no hierarchical pulses can be discerned in a passage, the music may be
said to be ametric. If it is impossible to perceive a consistent pulse, the sense of meter is absent.
This may occur in musical passages that are very slow or contain an excessive number of
fermatas, which is the case in Ligeti’s Hungarian Rock (Chaconne). Furthermore, the absence of
a consistent pulse almost invariably occurs in contemporary musical styles such as electronic
music. On the other hand, a musical passage may contain a consistent pulse that does not belong
to a higher metrical level, which is the case in Ligeti’s Désordre.
Chapter 5 incorporates the Composite Beat Attack Point and Composite Downbeat
Attack Point system to explore the trajectory from relative consonance to relative dissonance
both within formal sections and within the work as a whole in Ligeti’s Hungarian Rock
(Chaconne). The metric dissonance eventually leads to a disintegration of meter altogether.
Chapter 6 explores the seamless progression from meter to ameter in Ligeti’s Désordre.
Rather than having a general trajectory from relative consonance to relative dissonance as in
Hungarian Rock, this work contains larger metrical patterns, revealed by Composite Downbeat
Attack Point visuals, that gradually become more and more incomprehensible until they are lost.
I conclude in Chapter 7 by outlining further potential applications of modified ski-hill
graphs and the Composite Beat Attack Point system, including bridging the conceptual gap
between meter and ameter, motivic analyses of metric states, and applications for composition.
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CHAPTER 2
HEMIOLAS IN NON-ISOCHRONOUS METERS
Cohn’s methodology works very well for passages that have a shared cardinality and
each metrical level is either divided by two or three. But what about when a metrical level
contains non-isochronous beats including two and three? To discuss hemiolas in the context of
asymmetrical meters, it is necessary to slightly amend Cohn’s definition of a hemiola. In my
definition, “Any successive or simultaneous conflict between a bisection and trisection of a
single time-span” becomes “any successive or simultaneous conflict in a single time-span.” This
broader definition allows for divisions such as 2+3 or 3+2.
Example 2.1. Modified ski-hill graph for quintuple meters

Quintuple meters require that at some point, the hypothetical skier would take a path of
2+3 or 3+2. In those cases, 2 and 3 are on the same level but are uneven. For example, in a 5/4
meter, the top level, shown at the top of the ski hill in Example 2.1, would be a whole note tied
18

to a quarter note (5 quarter notes long). The next level would involve both a half note and a
dotted half note, organized half/dotted half or dotted half/half on the same level. Because I do not
equate 2+3 with 3+2, they cannot share the same paths. The 3+2 path is on the right side, and the
possibilities for the next level are threefold (dotted quarter, quarter, and triplet quarter) because
the above level contains both a dotted half note and a half note. The left side shows 2+3, and in
order to show the quarter note as a possibility from both the half and dotted half of the above
level, I mirror the paths. Divisions by 3 are southwest, while divisions by 2 are southeast.

Bartók’s Mikrokosmos, no. 115
Bartók’s Mikrokosmos collection features numerous examples in non-isochronous
meters, and some examples of grouping dissonance within those meters. No. 115, “Bulgarian
Rhythm,” is written in 5/8 and begins with a clear 3+2 grouping of eighth-notes (Example 2.2).
For the first eight measures, Bartók beams the eighth-notes in 3+2 groupings, he further
delineates the groupings by the change in pitch direction at each shift from three to two. For
example, in the first measure, the group of three eighth-notes (GAB) is followed by a change in
direction to B-flat. Furthermore, the left hand primarily features dotted quarter-notes followed by
quarter-notes in each measure. The grouping shifts to 2+3 in m. 9, delineated both by Bartók’s
beaming and change of pitch direction. This grouping shift functions as a digression before a
return to opening material in m. 17. Measure 17, the last measure of the example, shifts back to a
3+2 grouping, which remains for the duration of the piece.
The ski-hill graph in Example 2.3 shows the different paths taken. The blue path
represents the 3+2 grouping of the opening, and the red path represents the 2+3 path of the
digression. This results in a simple hemiola relationship between the two passages. This
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example, like Cohn’s, illustrates different metric states (red and blue) occurring at different
times. It is possible to use ski-hill graphs to show multiple, more complicated metric states that
occur simultaneously, as in Gabriel Pierné’s Piano Quintet, No. 41, III.
Example 2.2. Bartók, Mikrokosmos, no. 115, “Bulgarian Rhythm,” mm. 1–17
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Example 2.3. Modified ski-hill graph for Bartók, Mikrokosmos, no. 115, “Bulgarian Rhythm,”
mm. 1–17

Gabriel Pierné’s Piano Quintet, No. 41, III
In some music, conflicts involve asymmetrical groupings and ratios other than 3:2.
Gabriel Pierné’s Piano Quintet, No. 41, III contains passages of 10/8 against 2/2, 10/8 against
6/4, and 10/8, 2/2, and 6/4 at the same time. Measures 8–12 (Example 2.4), feature 10/8 against
2/2, in which a 3+2+3+2 pulse grouping occurs in the ostinato (second staff from the bottom)
and a 2+2+2+2 pulse grouping in the conflicting string parts (top staves). Each element of the
groupings, however, is not equal in duration, as the ostinato is in a 5:4 ratio with the strings.
Thus, five eighth-notes in the ostinato are equal to the duration of one half-note in the strings.
Example 2.5 shows the two conflicting groupings, normalizing the strings to 10/8 to reflect
consistent durations. One quarter note in 2/2 is the duration of a quarter note tied to a sixteenth
note in 10/8.
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In mm. 13–19, the 10/8 ostinato is in conflict with strings in 6/4, which is a 5:6 ratio.
Although the two dotted half-note beats of 6/4 align with each half of the measure of 10/8, the
quarter note divisions in 6/4 do not align with the internal 3+2+3+2 durations of 10/8. Each
quarter note in 6/4 is the duration of an eighth-note tied to a triplet eighth-note in 10/8.
Example 2.4. Pierné’s Piano Quintet, no. 41, mm. 8–14
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Example 2.5. Pulses in Pierné’s Piano Quintet, no. 41, mm. 8–12 and mm. 13–19

Measures 20–27 (Example 2.6) combines the three meters, 10/8, 2/2, and 6/4 in a 4:5:6
ratio, and Example 2.7 normalizes them in 10/8.
Example 2.6. Pierné’s Piano Quintet, No. 41, mm. 20–21
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Example 2.7. Pulses in Pierné’s Piano Quintet, no. 41, mm. 20–27

Although the ratios are different from the Bartók example, the metrical conflict that
occurs in this passage can be shown with a modified ski-hill graph, provided in Example 2.8. To
determine the graph required for this passage, I found the durational greatest common factor
between the three meters, which is the triplet thirty-second-note (from the perspective of 10/8).
Although the triplet thirty-second-note does not appear in the music itself and would not be
readily perceived as a tactus, it is the longest possible duration to represent each beat in each
meter with whole-number divisions and is necessary to conceptually show the points of conflict.
Each number on the graph represents the number of triplet thirty second notes at each metrical
level. The measure has 60, and because the meters align at the halfway point of the measure,
each takes the path from 60 to 30. The blue path represents 6/4, ending on 10 triplet thirtysecond-notes. The green path represents 2/2, ending on 15 triplet thirty-second-notes. The red
path represents 10/8, ending on both 18 and 12 triplet thirty-second-notes because of the 3+2
grouping pattern.
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Example 2.8. Ski-hill graph of Pierné’s Piano Quintet, no. 41, mm. 20–27

The metric states and dissonances are summarized in Example 2.9, showing the
dissonance between 18, 12, 15, and 10. The 60 at the top refers to the span pulse of 60 triplet
thirty-second-notes. The next level shows the division into two. The third level shows the
divisions into 3+2 (red), 2 (green), and 3 (blue). Whereas the pulses align at the beginning and
halfway through each measure, the pulses are quite dissonant with one another between those
points of consonance.
Example 2.9. Summary of metric states in Pierné’s Piano Quintet, no. 41, mm. 20–27

Modified ski-hill graphs and metric states visuals are useful for showing grouping
dissonances in varying meters, symmetrical or asymmetrical, that share a time span. These
modifications address both the pulse division constraint and the isochronous problem. In the
Pierné example, these visuals show the durational dissonances of 18, 12, 15, and 10. A new
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methodology, discussed later, more clearly shows the points of dissonance and their relative
intensities. Furthermore, this new methodology illuminates passages when displacements are
also part of the dissonance, resulting in different time spans.
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CHAPTER 3
APPROACHING THE LIMITS OF MODIFIED SKI-HILL GRAPHS
As mentioned before, the second problem I seek to address involves shared time spans.
When displacement dissonances occur with non-isochronous pulses, both Cohn’s (including the
modified ski-hill graphs) and Krebs’s methodologies struggle to show the dissonances and the
degree of conflict that occurs. Considering Example 3.1, it would be impossible to show all of
the conflict that occurs using those methodologies. Bartók’s String Quartet, No. 4, II exhibits
both metric dissonances that may be shown with Cohn’s modified ski-hill graphs and some that
cannot. Example 3.1 begins with 6/8 vs. 2/4. The eighth-notes in 2/4 are in a 3:2 ratio with the
eighth notes of 6/8. Although the viola line is beamed in 3s, and that beaming may influence the
performer’s conception of the passage, I believe these eighth notes would more accurately be
grouped in 2s because of the repetition of the motion from C to B. The cello line’s grouping of
2s, however, is accurately represented in Bartók’s beaming. I show the grouping below the score,
where the first line of 2s represents the viola’s groupings and the second line of 2s represents the
cello’s groupings. The 2s here are not equivalent because they are performed in a 3:2 ratio.
Example 3.1. Eighth-note groupings in Bartók’s String Quartet, no. 4, II, mm. 76–80
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The metric states here may be shown with Cohn’s ski-hill graphs (Example 3.2), but it
requires one part to have a different notation from what is actually written on the score. The skihill graph below shows the viola (red) and cello (blue) lines from the perspective of the viola’s
notation. The dissonance here occurs both at the beat level and the beat division level. Thus,
these lines are in a double hemiola relationship.
Example 3.2. Ski-hill graph for Bartók’s String Quartet, no. 4, II, mm. 76–80

From mm. 85–92 (Example 3.3), the metric state of the viola changes, as the beat
expands to a length of three eighth-notes. Now, the dissonance only occurs at the eighth-note
level, weakening to a simple hemiola between the two lines. The previous double hemiola
returns in m. 93.
The ski-hill graph in Example 3.4 shows the notation from the perspective of the cello
line, 2/4. The lines are only dissonant at the eighth/triplet eighth-note level. Thus, they are in a
simple hemiola relationship here.
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Example 3.3. Eighth-note groupings in Bartók’s String Quartet, no. 4, II, mm. 85–92

Example 3.4. Ski-hill graph of Bartók’s String Quartet, no. 4, II, mm. 85–92
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Composite Beat Attack Point Visuals
The grouping conflicts are further complicated when considering the violin parts in the
passage from mm. 76–95. Those parts contain gestures with four sixteenth-notes followed by an
accented note, indicated by rectangles in Example 3.3. These persistent accented notes, while not
in themselves metric in nature, conflict with the metrical makeup of the passage. The accents,
however, occur with less regularity than those of the conflicting viola and cello parts. Whereas
the complex and double hemiola relationships between the viola and cello parts can be shown
using Cohn’s methodology, the conflict generated by the violins cannot.
Example 3.5. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for Bartók’s String Quartet, no. 4, II,
mm. 76–95

To provide a clearer picture of the metric conflict that occurs, another methodology is
necessary. Example 3.5 is a Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for the passage, which
30

shows the beat attack points for each of the conflicting lines. The meter chosen, 3/4, reflects the
initial meter of the viola part. Points of consonance between the cello and viola are shown with .
Beat attack points only in the viola are shown with
shown with

. Beat attack points only in the cello are

. Beat attack points only in one of the violin parts are shown with

.

The conflict between the viola and cello generates two different states of consonance and
dissonance (red and green). Although the phenomenal accents in the violins occur at all four
eighth notes in each 2/4 measure, the CBAP visual reveals only two states of consonance and
dissonance that recur (yellow and purple), and one that only occurs once (blue). My beaming
reflects the 3/4 time signature from mm. 76–83 and mm. 92–95. The beaming from mm. 84–92
reflects the duple character of the metric states. Because of this change to duple, the states of
consonance and dissonances shown may benefit from a time signature change in mm. 84–91 to
2/4 or 6/8. This visual not only effectively shows metric consonance and dissonance, but it also
measures the amount of dissonance and consonance. The use of abnormal noteheads signifies
points of dissonance, and the colors I choose reflects the level of dissonance. Level of dissonance
at the measure level is determined by the ratio of consonant attacks vs. dissonant attacks. Red is
the most consonant, followed by yellow, green, blue, and violet. The colors are organized as
visible light is in the electromagnetic spectrum, where red has the highest wavelength and violet
has the lowest. Furthermore, the proximity of adjacent abnormal noteheads reflects the intensity
of the dissonance within the measures, after Krebs’s principle of proximity. In Example 23, the
sixteenth notes followed by the eighth notes in the purple states signify a stronger dissonance
than the quarter notes that follow the eighth notes. Thus, both level of dissonance at the measure
level and at the beat level are shown with this methodology.
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Example 3.6. Eighth-note groupings in Bartók’s String Quartet, no. 4, II, mm. 102–112

The grouping conflicts are further complicated in mm. 102–112 (Example 3.6). The
eighth notes continue to occur in a 3:2 ratio, but the parts are paired (Violin I and Viola in 6/8
and Violin II and Cello in 3/4). From mm. 102–104, the pairs are in a double hemiola
relationship. At m. 105, the Violin I/Viola pair performs a group of 3 immediately followed by a
return to 2s, which is an example of non-isochronous pulses. This group of 3 occurs again at the
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second half of m. 107, but the pair continues its groupings of 3. The dissonance is intensified as
the Violin II/Cello pair begins alternations of groups of 3 and 2. At this point, the complexity of
the dissonance at the beat level is no longer easily shown by ski-hill graphs because of the
displacements created by these conflicting groupings. Furthermore, because the displacement is
not consistent, Krebs’s displacement dissonance methodology would not show the full picture
either.
The states of consonance and dissonance can be clearly shown with a Composite Beat
Attack Point visual. Example 3.7 shows the moments of consonance and dissonance in the
context of 3/4, where the eighth note is the length of the eighth notes in the Violin I/Viola pair.
Example 3.7. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for Bartók’s String Quartet, no. 4, II,
mm. 102–112

The attack points occur on eighth notes in the context of the Violin I/Viola pair for the first seven
measures. When the groupings of three begin to occur in the Violin II/Cello pair, however, many
of the attack points occur at the sixteenth-note level (see the eighth measure). This shift suggests
that the states of consonance and dissonance may be best understood in terms of the Violin
II/Cello pair’s 2/4 time signature beginning at the seventh measure of the example. The green
and red states return in this passage. Interestingly, mm. 109 and 112 contain the same rhythm as
the yellow states in the previous CBAP visual, but the state is much more dissonant this time
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around. Whereas the yellow states contained consonant attacks at the beginning of the measures
and at the third eighth note of the measure, in mm. 109 and 112, these attacks are all dissonant.
In m. 102, conflict occurs not only at the eighth-note level and the beat level, but also at
the metrical level. In Example 3.6, I marked metrical groupings for the passage with brackets.
Bartók uses meters of a cardinality of 6 and 9 in the Violin I/Viola pair and meters of a
cardinality of 6, 4, 5, 7, and 8 in the Violin II/Cello pair. Note that 6 in the Violin I/Viola pair
equals 2/3 of the 6 of the Violin II/Cello pair. These overlapping metrical groupings at different
ratios can also be shown with a composite visual. For this, CDAP (Composite Downbeat Attack
Point) is a more appropriate label (Example 3.8). The downbeats of the Violin I/Viola pair are
shown with

, and the downbeats of the Violin II/Cello pair are shown with

. The metric

cardinalities for the Violin I/Viola pair are shown above the staff, and those for the Violin
II/Cello pair are shown below the staff. Note that when the Violin I/Viola pair has a meter with a
cardinality of 6 or 9, it is consonant with a Violin II/Cello pair meter of 4 or 6 respectively. This
is because of the 3:2 ratio between the two pairs. With ski-hill graphs, CBAP and CDAP visuals,
I am able to show dissonance that occurs at the eighth-note level, the beat level, and the metrical
level.
Example 3.8. Composite Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) visual for Bartók’s String Quartet, no.
4, II, mm. 102–112
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The way in which I combine the attacks from different layers into one composite layer
resembles Yeston’s. In his discussion of the simple hemiola, Yeston combines the two strata into
a string of integers, 2112. Krebs also discusses “resultant rhythms,” which is a similar principle.
These integers, however, do not succeed in showing which voice or collection of voices or
timbres contributed the attack points. Furthermore, the integer method does not show metric
dissonance. My methodology takes Yeston’s integer strings as a point of departure and expands
it to show both which voices or timbres are involved and dissonance at the metric level.
Although our understanding of the Bartók example profits from the use of the CBAP
system, It is possible to show examples such as Pierné’s Piano Quintet with CBAP visuals rather
than modified ski-hill graphs. Both methodologies, however, have their advantages and
disadvantages. Example 3.9 shows a CBAP visual for Pierné’s Piano Quintet. The
the 18+12 10/8, the

represent the 2/2, and the

represent

represent the 6/4. This visual, representing

multiple ratios in simultaneity, stretches the limits of our musical notation and is not readily
comprehensible as a visual of metric states, which is more easily shown with a ski-hill graph.
This visual does have its benefits, however. Because this example involves non-isochronous
pulses with diverse ratios, it is possible to conclude that some at some moments within the metric
state, the dissonance is greater than others. As previously mentioned, using Krebs’s principle of
proximity, the points of non-coinciding attacks are greater when the dissonant attack points occur
closer together. In this example, the points of greatest dissonance occur at the sixteenth-note
triangle note head followed by the triplet sixteenth-note x notehead, occurring twice in the
measure. Modified ski-hill graphs are better at showing the metric state itself and its relationship
to other metric states in passages that involve asymmetrical dissonances that occur over a shared
time span. Furthermore, modified ski-hill graphs can show an unlimited number of metrical
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levels. CBAP visuals, unlike modified ski-hill graphs, are limited to showing two metrical levels
at a given time, which is why both CBAP (beat and measure) and CDAP (measure and
hypermeasure) methodologies are necessary. CBAP and CDAP visuals are better, however, at
showing exact points of dissonance within a measure or hypermeasure. CBAP visuals work best
when considering 1) asymmetrical dissonances that do not occur over a shared time span and do
not include pulse ratios beyond 2:3 (Bartók) and 2) internal asymmetrical dissonances that occur
over a shared time span (Pierné). Both methodologies are necessary to deal with metric
dissonances occurring in much of the music of the 20th and 21st centuries.
Example 3.9. CBAP visual for Pierné’s Piano Quintet, no. 41, mm. 20–27
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CHAPTER 4
GOAL-ORIENTED METER IN HOLST’S MARS, THE BRINGER OF WAR
Modified ski-hill graphs allow for effective metric analyses of pieces that incorporate
persistent non-isochronous meters, and Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visuals help
illuminate internal conflicts within measures, particularly when asymmetrical meters are
irregular or displaced. Gustav Holst’s “Mars” from The Planets exhibits the need for both
systems. In this chapter, I use modified ski-hill graphs and CBAP visuals to show how metric
events intensify tonal drive, and thus the metaphor for war, in this movement.
The metaphor of war pervades Edward Macan’s analysis in his essay, “Holst’s ‘Mars’: A
Model of Goal-Oriented Bitonality.” He claims, “If the popularity of ‘Mars’ with the concertgoing public rests on its success in serving as a musical metaphor for war, then it seems logical
to suggest that the metaphor draws its strength from the very real tonal ‘war’ waged between the
bitonal strands.”33 Furthermore, Macan argues, “The harmonic interaction of the distinct [bitonal
layers] is even more important than the piece’s insistent rhythmic ostinato in giving ‘Mars’ its
sense of irresistible forward momentum.”34 The war metaphor and the “sense of irresistible
forward momentum,” however, stem just as much from the metric interactions in the movement.
Although authors have briefly discussed metric features in “Mars,” those discussions are
mostly superficial. Michael Short claims the persistent 5/4 meter is the “most striking feature” in
what some call “the most ferocious piece of music in existence.”35 In a broad overview of
rhythm and meter in Holst’s music, Short briefly mentions the 5/4 ostinato and the hemiola
created by the superposition of 5/2 over two bars of 5/4, but he does not detail the metric features
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of “Mars” any further.36 Richard Greene briefly suggests the 5/4 ostinato is a metaphor for battle,
but he does not detail the extent of this metaphor.37
Whereas the tonal war is characterized by the interactions of two tonal strata, D-flat and
C, the metric war is characterized by a battle between 5/4 and 5/2 that results in varying levels of
grouping and displacement dissonance. It is not pitch alone that contributes to goal-oriented
tension; rather, a combination of pitch and metric interactions generates tension. This chapter
illuminates the overlooked goal-oriented, war-like nature of metric events in this “ferocious”
movement.

Tension in the First Theme Group
Macan points out the movement’s resemblance to sonata form, with its exposition,
development, and recapitulation following a D-flat/C bitonal plan. I have reproduced his plan in
Example 4.1. I take Macan’s plan as a point of departure to discuss the interplay of pitch and
metric events in the movement, beginning with the first theme group of the exposition.
Example 4.1. Macan’s tonal plan38
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At the end of the first theme group, meter and harmony produce a buildup of tension that
leads to a satisfying resolution at the second theme group. Although “Mars” is written in 5/4
until the development section, which begins in m. 95 with a 5/2 meter, the 5/2 meter is already
suggested at the end of the first theme group. In mm. 34–39, the emerging 5/2 meter battles
against the 5/4 ostinato. In Example 4.2, the sixteenth/quarter-note motives beginning in m. 34
mark the emergence of 5/2. In mm. 34–35, these motives align well with the established 3+2 5/4
meter, as the accented attacks arrive on beats 4, 1, and 4 of those measures. The 5/4 meter is
grouped as such because of the ostinato’s short durations on beats 1 and 4 and longer durations
on beats 2, 3, and 5. In m. 36, the accented attacks arrive every two beats: beats 1, 3, and 5 in m.
36 and beats 2, 3(!), and 4 in m. 37. In mm. 38–39, the woodwinds accent beats 1, 3, 5, 2, and 4.
The high horn, tenor tuba, and fourth trumpet lines create a dissonance with this pattern,
accenting beats 2, 4, 1, 3, and 5 in those measures. In other words, every beat receives an accent.
To provide a clearer picture of the metric battle that takes place during these measures, the visual
under the second staff shows the emerging 5/2 meter and a conflicting pulse stream. The red
notes correspond to attack points in the first staff, and the green notes correspond to attack points
in the second staff. I view the 5/2 as the primary metrical consonance because it ends in sync
with the end of the passage at m. 39. The dissonant pulse stream continues, displaced by one
quarter note, until the downbeat of m. 40 (the beginning of the second theme group), where the
attack points are in sync again. Holst corrects the displacement by adding a quarter note (not tied
across the bar line) at the end of m. 39. But what about beat 3 in m. 37? On one hand, this attack
point may be viewed as foreshadowing future metrical conflict between 5/2 and 5/4, as 5/2
battles with the conflicting pulse stream and the ostinato. On the other hand, the B-major triad
attacks constitute a written-out accelerando, as the number of quarter notes between attacks
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decreases: 5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2. Thus, the attack on beat 3 in m. 37 serves a more local purpose
by adding to the intensity of the metric tension.
Example 4.2. Emergence of 5/2 in “Mars”

The written-out accelerando contributes to the increasing metric tension at the end of the
first theme group, as shown by the CBAP visual in Example 4.3. Example 4.3 shows the conflict
of both lines against the ostinato, revealing a progression from most consonant to most dissonant.

The

represent consonance with the ostinato. The

staff in Example 4. 2), and the

represent conflicts from the brass (second

represent conflicts from the woodwinds (top staff in Example

4.2). Example 4.3 illuminates the increase in dissonance from the initial conflicting beat attack
point at m. 36 through m. 39. The dissonance introduced at m. 36 increases in intensity at m. 37
thanks to the aforementioned attack point on beat three of the measure. The dissonance yet again
increases in intensity in mm. 38–39. Here, the alternating half-note attacks result in a flip
between x and rectangle noteheads in mm. 38 and 39. Whereas the conflict occurs at the same
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points in those measures, the instrumental families that contribute to the conflict changes, a
change that suggests an increase in tension.
Example 4.3. CBAP visual for mm. 34–40

The metric tension at the end of the first theme intensifies the harmonic tension that
occurs before the “triumph of tonal pressure” at m. 40.39 Whereas the harmonic arrival on the
“dominant” occurs at m. 34 and persists until its resolution,40 the harmonic tension is intensified
by the increase in metric dissonance in those measures.

Second Theme Group
Whereas Macan views the beginning of the second theme group as a satisfying point of
tonal repose that persists until the transition (m. 58), the metric interactions suggest otherwise.
After the return to a clear 5/4 meter in mm. 40–42, 5/2 returns superposed over the ostinato, as
seen in Example 4.4.41 In m. 43, the entrance of the repeated

figures in the low brass

suggest an even more prevalent 5/2 than in mm. 34–39, as they only compete with the 5/4
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ostinato this time around. Because quintuple meters are asymmetrical, a superposition of this sort
creates metric dissonance. To illustrate, I adopt a modified version of Cohn’s (2001) metric
states visuals. The figure on the right of Example 4 shows the metric states of the two meters at
mm. 43–44. The left column represents the metric states of two measures of 5/4, and the right
column represents the metric states of one measure of 5/2. The meters are consonant at the
highest level,
division—

, or 10 quarter notes long. At the first stage, 5/4 requires a symmetrical
, or 5 quarter notes. 5/2 may be interpreted as having a 2+3 ( ) or 4+6 (

asymmetrical division, requiring a

and a

)

. This is where I depart from Cohn’s metric

states and show a slash to denote the uneven division. A dissonance occurs at this level, shown
by the double arrow connecting the columns. At the second stage, 5/2 requires a symmetrical
division of
/

, while 5/4 requires an asymmetrical 3+2 division. This 3+2 division is shown as

. Dissonance occurs at this level because of the conflict between the

5/2. At the third division, the two meters are consonant, each sharing a

of 5/4 and the

of

duration. At the fourth

division, dissonance occurs at the triplet figure in the ostinato. When these triplets occur, the
meters are in a complex hemiola relationship. Otherwise, they are in a double hemiola
relationship. In other words, the level of dissonance is greater when the

occur than when the

occur. 5/2 and 5/4 x 2 do share a cardinality (10 ), but not all of the pulses are isochronous (4+6
and 3+2). Furthermore, the divisions of pulses are not all exactly by 2 or 3. 5/2 on the second
level is divided into a

and a

. 5/4 on the third level is divided into a
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and a

.

Example 4.4. Superposition of 5/2 over 5/4

Example 4.5 shows a modified ski-hill graph of the passage discussed above. Quintuple
meters require that at some point, the hypothetical skier would take a path of 2+3 or 3+2. In
those cases, 2 and 3 are on the same level but are uneven. For example, a 5/4 meter, shown at the
top left of the ski hill in Example 4.5, would be
would involve both a

and a

(5 quarter notes long). The next level

, organized

/

or

/

on the same level. Because I do

not equate 2+3 with 3+2, they cannot share the same paths. The 3+2 path is on the right side, and
the possibilities for the next level are threefold (

,

, and

) because the above level

contains both a dotted half note and a half note. The left side shows 2+3, and in order to show
the

as a possibility from both the

and

of the above level, I mirror the paths. Divisions by

3 are southwest, while divisions by 2 are southeast. To this point, two shared-cardinality metric
states have occurred: the consonant, 5/4 metric state and the dissonant metric state below.
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Example 4.5. Ski-hill graph for Holst’s “Mars,” mm. 43–44

The CBAP visual in Example 6 shows the internal dissonances that occur at two different
pulse levels, revealing stagnant metric tension in the section. Because 5/2 has double the
cardinality of 5/4, relationships shown in Example 4.6 reflect that 2:1 relationship. The top staff
represents the 5/4 measure vs. the 4+6 of the 5/2; and the bottom staff represents the 3+2 of the
5/4 vs. the half-note beats of 5/2. The top staff shows consonance giving way to dissonance for
the remainder of the measure, resulting in a flow from repose to tension. On the contrary, the
bottom staff shows dissonance that is surrounded by consonance at the beginning and end of the
measure, resulting in a progression from repose to tension to repose.
Although the dissonance discussed here contributes to the flow of tension within those
two measures, the effect on tension at the formal level is less significant. The metric state
generated by the conflict between 5/2 and 5/4 repeats until m. 54, which is just before the
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transition section. The effect, then, is one of stagnant metric tension, or a groove, rather than the
building tension that occurred in the previous section.
Example 4.6. CBAP visual for “Mars,” mm. 43–44

Arrival of the Transition
From the disruption at m. 34 to the end of the second theme group, there has been a
metric battle between 5/4 and 5/2, in which 5/2 has gradually gained the upper hand. As the
music progresses to the transition, 5/2 starts to completely overtake 5/4. Macan suggests the
transition begins in m. 58, where the ostinato drops out and a middleground dominant is
achieved.42 This moment represents both a significant textural and metric shift, but the lead up to
the transition, on which Macan does not elaborate, contains metric tension that aids in the arrival
of the transition section.
Example 4.7 shows the end of the second theme group, which is characterized by weak
grouping dissonance between two manifestations of 5/4 (3+2 and 2+3) and alternations between
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5/4 and 5/2. In mm. 54 and 55, the violins articulate 5/4 with the figure:

. The

grouping of the violins would best be described as 2+3. Although I mentioned the 5/4 ostinato is
best grouped as 3+2, the grouping is not concrete. The rhythmic makeup of the ostinato allows
for a superposed 2+3 grouping that does not have a strong effect of dissonance. The more the
listener has accepted the 3+2 grouping of the ostinato, however, the greater the effect of the
dissonance. For this reason, I will call this a weak metrical disturbance. A stronger metrical
disturbance occurs at m. 56, where the violins start articulating continuous half notes as they
shift to 5/2.
Example 4.8 shows the same ski-hill graph as Example 4.5, but I have added 5/4 (2+3) in
blue. The three paths traced are summarized in the metric states visual in Example 4.9. The
relatively weak dissonance between 3+2 and 2+3 5/4 is not only weaker because of the flexible
grouping possibilities, but also because of the level of hemiola that results. Whereas 3+2 5/4 vs.
5/2 creates a double/complex hemiola, 3+2 5/4 vs. 2+3 5/4 creates a simple/double hemiola.
Thus, the dissonance strengthens at the metric shift in m. 56 before weakening at m. 57 where
the ostinato yields.
Whereas Macan does not mention a tonal arrival at the transition, the shift to 5/4 with
conflicting groupings and the return to 5/2 superposed over the ostinato creates a tension
requiring some kind of resolution. The relative lack of tonal resolution is not surprising in a
sonata form transition, but the metric and textural shifts aid in the perception of the new section.
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Example 4.7. Alternating 5/4 and 5/2 in mm. 54–62

Example 4.8. Ski-hill graph of mm. 54–57
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Example 4.9. Metric states of mm. 54–57

The Transition
The goal-oriented harmony of the transition is accompanied by goal-oriented metric
diminution involving motivic material from the first theme group (mm. 28–34). Macan likens the
transition to the fortspinnung technique because the motives from the second theme group occur
in inversion.43 The tonal goal of the transition, according to Macan, is to reach the bitonal
subdominant at the beginning of the closing theme group, which contains a tritone relationship
between C of the C axis and a G-flat sonority on the D-flat axis. The subdominant, to Macan, is
treated sequentially in a “cadential or transitional role.”44
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The motive under observation first occurs as a half-note/eighth-note figure in mm. 28–29
(Example 4.10) and reappears, modified with metric diminution, in the transition section
(Example 4.11). In mm. 28–29, the motive is marked with rectangles as a half-note D-flat major
triad on beat four and its progression to a B major triad on the downbeat of the following
measure. The motive occurs for a second time two measures later in mm. 30–31 and a third time
two measures after that in mm. 32–33. The fourth time it appears only one measure later at mm.
33–34, marking a diminution of time between the motives.
Example 4.10. Motivic diminution in the first theme group

In mm. 57–66, Example 4.11, the motivic diminution is accompanied by metric
diminution. Unlike in the first theme group, where the meter was clearly 5/4, the primary meter
here is 5/2 (the ostinato is absent). From mm. 57–60, the motives align with the implicit 5/2
meter, as they did in mm. 28–31. The diminution at mm. 61–64 mirrors the diminution at mm.
32–34, though it includes an extra statement of the motive. This diminution coincides with a
clear change in meter to 5/4 in mm. 62–63. Note that in m. 62, the rhythms in the high
woodwinds and strings change from a repeated

figure to a
49

figure. There

is no tie over the bar line that signifies the 5/2 meter. This switch allows for metric consonance at
the downbeat of m. 63. If 5/2 had persisted, the low woodwind and brass downbeat of m. 63
would have been dissonant with the high woodwinds and strings. Thus, the motivic diminution
aligns with metric diminution. Coinciding metric and motivic diminution intensifies the tonal
arrival in what may be considered a caesura before the closing theme group.
Example 4.11. Motivic and metric diminution in the transition

Caesura

The Development
The development, to which Macan refers as “a period of relative (albeit uneasy) calm
after the frenetic exposition,” contains a harmonic and metric breather, so to speak, before the
return to the ferocious opening in the recapitulation.45 The “calm” is achieved by the dropping
out of the 5/4 ostinato apart from fragmentary attacks from the snare drum.
As mentioned previously, the exposition features a battle between 5/2 and 5/4, in which
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5/2 has increasingly gained prominence. At the development, 5/2 finally overtakes 5/4 (Example
4.12). Fragments from the original ostinato, marked with rectangles, persist under the 5/2 meter
and gradually increase in occurrence until m. 109 (Example 4.13). Significantly, those fragments
do not conflict metrically with 5/2, contributing to Macan’s “period of relative calm.” Although
the ostinato is not metrically present, the fragments provide a rhythmic presence, recalling the
“frenetic exposition.” The fragments increase in frequency toward the end of the development,
signaling an increase in rhythmic, but not metric intensity. In an abrupt shift of rhythmic
momentum, the fragments are completely abandoned in m. 109, one bar before the return of the
5/4 ostinato that marks the beginning of the recapitulation. Whereas the harmony in m. 109, a
subdominant on the C axis, suitably prepares the listener for an arrival at the dominant in the
recapitulation, the 5/2 meter’s complete prominence in the measure, perhaps, provides an
expectation of more 5/2. This expectation is thwarted at the frenetic onset of the recapitulation. It
is as if the 5/4 meter had become more powerful via rhythmic fragments, allowing 5/2 one last
breath in m. 109, before emerging triumphantly in m. 110.
Example 4.12. 5/4 fragments in the context of 5/2 in the development
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Example 4.13. 5/4 fragments in the context of 5/2 in the development

The Closing Theme: Exposition vs. Recapitulation
In the recapitulation, the closing theme group of the exposition appears before the second
theme group, and then the transition appears before the coda. Although Macan points out the
formal change, he claims, “In terms of surface details, the recapitulation does not differ
significantly from the exposition.”46 I argue the closing theme group in the recapitulation does
provide significant metric differences from its counterpart in the exposition—differences that
increase tension and reduce monotony.
In the exposition, the closing theme group features a canon that generates metric
dissonance in the context of increasing harmonic tension. Holst initiates the closing theme group
with a statement of a theme in the harmonic bitonal subdominant region (Example 4.14). The
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harmonic goal of the closing theme group is to reach the structural bitonal dominant, which
begins to materialize at m. 84 (Example 4.15).
Example 4.14. First statement of the theme

Example 4.15. Theme in imitation

Holst builds the tension before the “calm” development section with the imitative, metrically
dissonant statements of the theme. According to Macan, “As the canon proceeds, Holst piles on
new notes until the dominant sonority has taken on its final form: an A-flat chord with a raised
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fifth and a lowered ninth (A-flat-C-E-G-flat-B-double flat).”47 Beginning at m. 85 the first
trumpet imitates the tenor tuba at the octave. Because the first trumpet enters exactly one
measure after the tenor tuba, a true imitation would not contain metric dissonance. But Holst
creates a displacement by augmenting the second E-flat in the tenor tuba at m. 85 and restating
the dotted eighth/sixteenth figure at m. 86 (circled). This augmentation generates the
displacement shown in mm. 86–92. The relationship is D5+1, where 5 represents the shared
cardinality of five quarter notes and +1 represents the length of the displacement. Holst corrects
the displacement at m. 93 by shortening the previous tuba measure to four quarter notes, just as
he did when he corrected the conflicting pulse stream at mm. 39–40.
The CBAP visual in Example 4.16 shows the dissonance that takes place in mm. 84–93.
At the onset of the displacement, the dissonant metric state repeats from mm. 86–92 and resolves
at m. 93. Because the displacement is by only one quarter note, the dissonance is very strong,
affirmed by Krebs’s principle of proximity. In fact, these measures are completely dissonant—
there are no points of consonance until m. 93. Thus, although the harmonic arrival occurs at m.
84, metric dissonance intensifies the drive to the development.
Example 4.16. CBAP visual of mm. 84–93
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The closing theme group in the recapitulation, however, features the canon with added
interpolations of the 5/2 meter, increasing the intensity in the context of reduced harmonic
tension. The battle between the two statements of the theme returns in the recapitulation in mm.
136–143, transposed down a perfect fourth, as shown in Example 4.17. This time, the ostinato is
also present, sounding metrically consonant with the trumpet line and dissonant with the tenor
tuba. A similar augmentation to that in mm. 85–86 occurs in the tenor tuba at mm. 137–138,
creating a displacement. The imitation is interrupted by a sudden shift in mm. 143–144, where
5/2 returns to battle the ostinato as it did in m. 43. Measure 145, the measure of 5/4 whose
material originates from the exposition’s canon, is a continuation of the displaced 5/4 meters that
is again interrupted at m. 146.
Example 4.17. 5/4 in battle with itself
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In a sense, 5/4 is in battle with itself and 5/2, as opposed to the closing theme group in the
exposition, where it is only in battle with itself. The interpolation of the 5/2 vs. 5/4 statements
reduces the monotony of the relatively stagnant tonality common of a recapitulation section,
recalls the second theme group of the exposition, and foreshadows the recapitulation’s second
theme group, which appears after the closing theme group.

Conclusion
As shown, the war metaphor draws its strength not only from a tonal conflict, but also
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from a metric one. Whereas the tonal war is characterized by the interactions of two tonal strata,
D-flat and C, the metric war is characterized by the battles between 5/4 and 5/2. Example 4.18
summarizes the harmonic and metric tensions that contribute to this metaphor.
Example 4.18. Summary of metric and harmonic tension
Section
1st Theme Group

Measures
1–40

2nd Theme Group

40–58

Transition

58–62

Closing Theme
Group

68–96

Development

96–110

Recapitulation

110–172

Coda

172–end

Harmonic Tension
Bitonal Dominant
Tonal Repose/SurfaceLevel Dissonance

Sequence to
subdominant
Subdominant to
dominant
Harmonic pivot to
dominant
Stable, remains on
dominant

Stability achieved on C
axis

Metric Tension
Increasing dissonance to
the 2nd Theme Group
Stagnant metric
dissonance leading to
metric alternation before
Transition
Metric diminution
Fully-dissonant canon
Rhythmic fragments from
ostinato, calm expectation
Thwarting expectations at
onset, increased
dissonance at closing
theme group
Meter abandoned

Metric disturbance increases the drive to most structural points of arrival in “Mars.” At
the end of the first theme group, the increasing intensity of the metric dissonance strengthens the
drive to the second theme group. The transition gains intensity through the alternation of 5/4 and
5/2 meters and through metric diminution the motion towards the beginning of the development.
The motion toward the development is intensified by the fully dissonant metric canon that takes
place. The harmonic pivot to the dominant of the D-flat axis in the development is supplemented
by relative metric calm before the recapitulation: Holst keeps the development in a consistent 5/2
meter, supplemented by increasing rhythmic fragments of the ostinato before abandoning them
just before the explosive recapitulation. Holst avoids the monotony of the expected tonal stability
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in the recapitulation’s closing theme group by interrupting the dissonant canon with
interpolations of the 5/2 meter.
Example 4.19. Onset of the coda in Holst, “Mars” from The Planets

It is appropriate to mention the coda of the movement, which ends on a C-G dyad, at
which Macan suggests “the C axis simply obliterates the D-flat axis.”48 Thus, it could be said
that the C axis “wins” the war of two keys. Metrically speaking, however, it appears all sense of
meter is defeated. The 5/4 ostinato drops out nine measures before the coda (Example 4.19). At
that moment, the metric states shift from the green and red ski-hill paths in Example 8 to only the
green path. The green 5/2 layer continues until the intense landing on the ffff chord, where the
green ski-hill path, and any sense of meter, dissolves. After this moment, the music is written in
3/4, but the coda does not clearly demarcate any particular meter. Fragments of the ostinato do
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occur without a clear meter in the closing measures, which perhaps suggests a weakened victory
of the 5/4 meter. Indeed, the victorious 5/4 ostinato follows the victorious C axis throughout.
Regardless of the outcome of the war, this chapter shows that the goal-oriented nature of
“Mars” extends much deeper than its harmonic properties. The interaction between both metric
and pitch issues explored here provide a more vivid narrative of the war in “Mars.”
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CHAPTER 5
METRIC DISINTEGRATION IN LIGETI’S HUNGARIAN ROCK (CHACONNE)
The previous chapter explored conflicts occurring in meters with a shared cardinality in
Holst’s Mars, revealing tensions created by metric dissonance. This chapter explores the
progression of metric dissonance involving meters of differing cardinalities in György Ligeti’s
Hungarian Rock (Chaconne). The two pieces share significant characteristics: both involve
grouping dissonances at the beat level, both contain an ostinato, and both have a coda in which
all sense of hierarchical meter is lost. In this chapter, I consider both beat-level and measurelevel dissonances in Hungarian Rock, revealing a drive from relative consonance to relative
dissonance, which culminates with a disintegration of meter.

The Opening Section
The opening section of Hungarian Rock functions as a foreshadowing of rhythmic and
metric dissonances that occur later in the piece. It does so by incorporating varying right-hand
figures against a consistent left-hand part, which I call the “groove.” The groove consists of a
repeated, four-bar 2+3+2+2/8 figure in the left hand that persists from the beginning of the piece
until the coda (Example 5.1). The example shows the conflicting groupings of 2 and 3 in the
style of Krebs. Note my interpretation of the groove’s grouping conflicts with Ligeti’s notated
time signature of 2+2+3+2/8. I have chosen 2+3+2+2/8 because this grouping more closely
follows Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s MPR 5 (Length): “Prefer a metrical structure in which a
relatively strong beat occurs at the inception of… a relatively long pitch-event.”49 The “relatively
strong beat” occurs at the third beat of the measure, and the placement of that third beat should
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follow MPR 5. The quarter-note attack at the sixth eight-note of each measure is relatively long
compared to the preceding eighth note, thus discouraging a metrical beat attack point on the
eighth note. The eighth-note can be heard as an anacrusis to the next quarter-note beat.
Example 5.1. The “groove” in Ligeti’s Hungarian Rock

When the right-hand enters (Example 5.2), the section remains relatively consonant but
introduces some varying treatments of the eighth-note. These varying treatments foreshadow
increasingly complex dissonances and represent the beginning of a large-scale drive from
relative consonance to relative dissonance and the disintegration of meter altogether. The meter
in the opening section retains a constant cardinality of nine eighth-notes. The accompanying
table lists four different types of right-hand figures labeled from A to D, characterized in the
table. A is characterized by an articulation on the sixth eighth-note of the measure following an
eighth-rest. Beats 1 and 2 vary, as some instances (mm. 5 and 7) have a half-note on beat 1, and
others (mm. 6, 8, and 11) have quarter-note values. In B, a longer note (

or ) is slurred to an

eighth-note on the fifth eighth-note of the measure, followed by an articulated note on the sixth
eighth-note of the measure. C is characterized by an eighth-note preceded and followed by the
same pitch. D mirrors the groove’s leap-step motion before and after the fifth eighth-note. These
varying treatments of the fifth- and sixth-eighth-notes serve as a temporal transition between the
opening, consonant groove and the complex dissonances that follow.
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Example 5.2. The opening section
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Letter

Fifth Eighth Note

A
B

Eighth Rest
Slur to 

C



D

, preceded by leap

Increase in Dissonance in Measures 46–57
The sense of meter begins to weaken considerably in mm. 46–57, as this section involves
dissonant interactions between the hands. Here, Ligeti creates dissonance both with smaller 2 vs.
3 groupings and larger metrical groupings. Example 5.3 illustrates these conflicting groupings,
where the larger groupings are bracketed, and the internal groupings are shown between the
staves in the style of Krebs. The left hand consistently performs the 2+3+2+2/8 groove while the
right-hand traverses two different larger groupings, which I categorize as those of 18-eighths and
those of 12-, 14-, 11-, and 10-eighths. Considering the right hand alone, I claim Ligeti begins an
18-eighth group at the sixth eighth note of m. 46, and it contains a 2+2+2+2+3+2+3+2 pattern of
smaller groups. I view the boundary and new beginning at the sixth eighth note of m. 47 because
of the large registral shift and the contour and rhythmic parallelism with the first 18 group. The
second 18-group is slightly different, as the last two smaller groups are flipped from 3+2 to 2+3.
The third statement is initially uninterpreted because of the long note (indicated with an “A” for
“attack”), but it ends with a 3-group. The second larger grouping type begins at the sixth eighthnote of m. 52 and traverses a 2+3+2+2+3 pattern of smaller groups. This 12-group is repeated,
but expanded. The next group begins at the ninth eighth-note of m. 53 and begins rhythmically
identical to the prior 12-group as 2+3+2+2. However, the grouping is elongated with an
additional 2 before the final 3. Conversely, the ensuing 11-group seems to begin 2+3, but Ligeti
composes an eighth-note on the downbeat of m. 56, creating a contracted pattern of 2+2+2+2+3
instead of 2+3+2+2+3. The final 10-group mirrors that of the initial 12 group minus one 2
pattern, resulting in 2+3+2+3 instead of 2+3+2+2+3. Thus, this segment consists of two different
larger right-hand groupings—the 18-note groups and the 12-, 14-, 11-, and 10-groups.
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Example 5.3. Grouping structures in mm. 46–6050
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A CBAP visual (Example 5.4) clearly shows the dissonances at the beat level generated
by the interaction of the two hands. The visual reveals a general trajectory from more consonant
to more dissonant at the beat level. Measure 53 marks the beginning of a much more intense

50

See Peter van den Toorn, "The Rite of Spring Briefly Revisited: Thoughts on Stravinsky’s Stratifications, the
Psychology of Meter, and African Polyrhythm," Music Theory Spectrum 39, no. 2 (2017): 158-81. Van den Toorn’s
parsing of Stravinsky’s stratifications resembles my layering of larger metrical patterns, but his stratifications do not
carry metrical implications.
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dissonance than in the preceding measures, evidenced by the stark increase in abnormal
noteheads. This dissonance persists until the end of the section.
Example 5.4. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for mm. 46–57

It should be noted that the end of the section features three measures of unobstructed
2+3+2+2 groove (mm. 58–60). The groove is further emphasized in m. 60, the last measure of
the section, where both staves contain the groove. Although the performer cannot strike the same
chords at the same time with both hands, perhaps the notation here reflects added emphasis on
the arrival at consonance. The consonance in mm. 58–60 occurs abruptly, as the conflicting
right-hand meter dissolves into a held-out C. Relative consonance of this sort, while striking in
the context of the preceding increase in dissonance, consistently occurs at the ends of sections in
Hungarian Rock, generating a work-specific definition of “cadential gesture” which involves
abrupt resolution of dissonance via abandonment of the conflicting layer.
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The increase in dissonance prior to the moment of resolution not only occurs at the beat
level, but also at the measure level. As opposed to the opening section, where both hands
performed in meters with a cardinality of nine eighth-notes, this section involves meters of
differing cardinalities. To consider the level of dissonance and consonance at the metric level
when dealing with differing cardinalities, it is necessary to reconceptualize Krebs’s principle of
proximity. As it stands, his principle of proximity works for displacement dissonances, which by
nature involve meters of a shared cardinality. For those dissonances involving differing
cardinalities, I determine the level of dissonance using two priorities, in order of importance:
1) Number of dissonant attacks
2) Closeness of attacks
The second priority relies on Krebs’s principle of proximity, which posits downbeats that
occur closer in proximity are more dissonant. In Hungarian Rock, the dissonances at the
downbeat level are variable as the cardinalities of the right-hand meters change.
Whereas CBAP visuals show dissonances at the beat level, they do not illuminate
dissonances at the metric level. I show dissonance at the metric level using a CDAP (Composite
Downbeat Attack Point) visual (Example 5.5). CDAP visuals use the same notation as CBAP
visuals, but they focus on the metric-level dissonances by only showing the downbeats
articulated by each of the hands. By incorporating the two priorities discussed above, I determine
the relative dissonance of each measure (summarized in Example 5.6). Dissonance at the level of
the measure in this section roughly corresponds with the dissonance at the beat level. Although
every downbeat in this section is dissonant, meaning none of the right-hand meter downbeats
coincide with left-hand ones, there is a general trajectory from more consonant to more
dissonant. For example, according to my priorities for metric-level dissonance, m. 46 is more
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consonant than m. 53. Both measures contain two metrical downbeats, but whereas the downbeat
that conflicts with the groove in m. 46 occurs four eighth-notes before the next groove downbeat,
the downbeat that conflicts with the groove in m. 53 occurs one eighth-note before the next
groove downbeat. The dissonance in m. 53 is stronger because the downbeat attacks are closer in
proximity. In most measures, the level of dissonance is consistent at both the beat and the metric
levels. The increase in dissonance, then, is manifest by both smaller grouping dissonances and
larger metric dissonances. The distinction between beat-level and metric-level dissonances
becomes more significant in later section.
Example 5.5. CDAP (Composite Downbeat Attack Point) visual for mm. 46–57
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Example 5.6. Table of relative consonance and dissonance at beat and metric levels for mm. 46–
57. The top of the table represents the most consonant measures. Bold underlined measures
represent discrepancies between the two levels.
Beat-Level Relative Dissonance
46
50
51
52
47
48
49

Metric-Level Relative Dissonance
47
49
51
54
46
48
50
52
55
56
57
53

57
53
54
55
56

Increase in Dissonance in Measures 72–82
The formal segment from mm. 72–82 exhibits a similar increase in dissonance at both the
beat and metric levels but with vastly different right-hand meters (Example 5.7). This segment
involves right-hand metric groupings of 7, 5, and 4 against the repeated left-hand groove.
Considering the right hand alone, the first three 7 groups, the 4 group, and the next four 7 groups
constitute a subsection, and the next groupings of 5 and 4 lead to the ending of the segment. The
7 groups are delineated by Ligeti’s slurs and beaming, resulting in a 2+2+3 pattern. I insert a 4
group after the third 7 group because what follows is four more iterations of the 7 groups. The
first 5 group is 3+2, delineated by Ligeti’s slurs. The following 4 groups (2+2) lead to an
expansion of the 4 group to 5 at the fourth eighth note of m. 81. This 5 group is 2+3 because the
added note on B2 occurs at the end of the grouping.
Measures 72–85 feature an extended statement of this cadential gesture at the end of the
section (Example 5.7). The resolution here occurs not quite as abruptly as the resolution in the
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previous section. Although the right hand in m. 83 can be conceived as an ametric melodic
ascent with no implied metrical accents, the speed of the melody somewhat blurs the sense of
meter while not articulating dissonance against the groove. The groove remains unobstructed for
an extended amount of time until the next section, mm. 97–115 (Example 5.11).
Example 5.7. Grouping structures in mm. 72–85
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Example 5.8. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for mm. 72–82

This grouping analysis yields the CBAP visual shown in Example 5.8. As with mm. 46–
57, this section represents a general trajectory from more consonant to more dissonant at both the
beat and the metric levels. The CDAP visual is shown in Example 5.9, and the table of relative
consonance and dissonance is shown in Example 5.10. Although m. 82 is one of the more
consonant metric-level measures, the dissonance at the beat level is quite intense. Thus, the
trajectory from relative consonance to dissonance endures despite the discrepancy between the
levels.
The next section under consideration shows that relative beat-level and metric-level
dissonances can conflict with one another to a greater extent, and the result is a more
omnipresent dissonance throughout the passage rather than an increase in dissonance throughout
the passage.
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Example 5.9. Composite Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) visual for mm. 72–82

Example 5.10. Table of relative consonance and dissonance at beat and metric levels for mm.
72–82. Bold underlined measures represent discrepancies between the two levels.
Beat-Level Relative Dissonance
74
76
73
75
77
79
72
80
81
78
82

Metric-Level Relative Dissonance
73
75
74
76
82
77
72
80
78
79
81

Omnipresent Dissonance in Measures 97–115
The large-scale trajectory of dissonance to this point has been characterized by periods of
relative consonance (opening section) followed by sections that feature dissonant drives (mm.
46–57 and mm. 73–82). Dissonance pervades the entire section that begins in m. 97, intensifying
the larger picture of dissonance and the large-scale drive to metric disintegration. The interplay
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between both beat-level and metric-level conflicts contributes to the dissonances occuring in the
segment from mm. 97–115 (Example 5.11). In mm. 97–100, Ligeti’s slurs and beams indicate a
2+3+2 7-group. Furthermore, each internal pattern’s boundaries occur at a change of pitch
direction. This grouping is followed by 6-groups (2+2+2). These groups have the effect of a
diminution of the 7-group, where the last two eighth notes of the group are replaced with
sixteenth notes. Because of this, it may be tempting to label the pattern 2+3+1, but that would
result in vastly different beat lengths (2:1 and 3:1). This is unlikely because beats at a 2:1 or 3:1
ratio could not possibly be on the same metrical level. Although Ligeti’s beaming shows motivic
repetitions of fourths, the beaming here does not reflect the best beat grouping. Because of the
aversion to these differences in lengths, 6-groups should be either 2+2+2 or 3+3. I choose 2+2+2
because of the contour. In the first 6-group, beats 1 and 2 both leap down by a fourth, and the
direction changes between beats 1 and 2. The last two 6-groups (mm. 104–106) are 3+3. This
pattern also conflicts with Ligeti’s notation, as the groups begin and end in the middle of a slur.
Alternatively, the sixteenth notes could be heard as a downbeat, but because of the previous 6group’s ending on sixteenth notes, I hear the sixteenth notes as leading to the next beat or group.
The right-hand groupings augment to 8-groups (2+2+2+2). Still considering the sixteenth notes
as leading to the beats, Ligeti reflects by beaming eighth-notes in groups of twos and by the
changing direction between each of those patterns. In mm. 109–110 and m. 113, the 8 groups
shift to 3+2+3. Ligeti’s use of an eighth rest after the first two eighth notes and his beaming of
the last three eighth-notes reflects this grouping. Alternatively, this may still be heard as
2+2+2+2 with syncopation because it immediately follows four statements of the 2+2+2+2
pattern.
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Example 5.11. Grouping structures in mm. 97–115
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Unlike the previously discussed sections, this section features persistent dissonance rather
than a trajectory from relative consonance to dissonance. This persistent dissonance is achieved
by the interaction between beat-level and measure-level dissonances. The CBAP visual
(Example 5.12) shows alternating states that indicate alternating points of relative dissonance
and consonance. One can imagine waves of dissonance at the beat level, where the abnormal
notehead clusters represent the crest and the normal noteheads represent the trough. The CDAP
visual, however, shows those relatively consonant points are more dissonant at the metrical level.
Note the end of m. 101 and the beginning of m. 102 are relatively consonant at the beat level
(Example 5.12), but the same locations at the metric level (Example 5.13) involve dissonant
downbeats. See the table of relative consonance and dissonance in Example 5.14.
Example 5.12. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for mm. 97–115
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Example 5.13. Composite Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) visual for mm. 97–115

Example 5.14. Table of relative consonance and dissonance at beat and metric levels for mm.
97–115. Bold underlined measures represent discrepancies between the two levels.
Beat-Level Relative Dissonance
97
115
98
105

Metric-Level Relative Dissonance
115
97
108
113
98
101
103
105

101
103
107
109
112
102
104
108
111
99
106

99
110
114
106
109
111
107
112

100
110
114

102
104
100
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The Destruction of Meter
The section in mm. 157–178 (Example 5.15) features persistent dissonance until meter is
completely abandoned at the coda. 8-groups (2+2+2+2) in the right hand permeate the beginning
of the section except for a grouping of 9 in mm. 161–162, as the addition of an eighth-rest at the
end of the group expands the 8-group. Beginning in m. 171, the meter is truncated while
retaining the 2-eighth-note beats. Measures 171–172 feature 6-groups, followed by two 4-groups,
followed by 2-groups. The progression from 8-groups to 2-groups is effectively a transformation
from meter to beat. Those 2-groups in the right hand do not lend themselves to metrical,
hierarchical interpretations, as the line beginning in m. 173 simply features ascending quarter
notes. Thus, meter is abandoned in the right hand in m. 173. Meter ends later in the left hand,
when the groove ends at m. 176.
There is more to the picture than simply an abandonment of meter. As with the section
from mm. 97–115, this section features omnipresent dissonance. But unlike in the previous
section, this omnipresent dissonance leads to the destruction of meter, one hand at a time. This
dissonance is again characterized by an interaction of metric-level and beat-level conflict. For
example, the beginning of m. 164 is consonant at the beat level (Example 5.16) but dissonant at
the metric level (Example 5.17). Measures 174–178 are only shown with CBAP visuals because
of the lack of meter in the right hand, and m. 174 is relatively consonant. This is the moment,
however, after the driving eighth-notes cease and meter is abandoned in the right hand, so the
effect is still of disturbance. The table in Example 5.18 shows the relative consonance and
dissonance at both levels.
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Example 5.15. Grouping structures in mm. 157–178

77
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Example 5.16. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for mm. 157–178

The destruction of meter is also accompanied by an increase in relative chromaticism.
Throughout most of the piece, the right hand complements the piece’s tonality with few
“embellishing” tones. The tonality of the piece is contained within the groove, which follows a
progression of pitches in each of its measures. The pitches, in integer notation by measure, are
(0245679E), (025679TE), (01235789T), (012345679E). Each measure is characterized by an
increase pitch class cardinality and, in turn, a sense of chromaticism. Just before the coda, the
groove’s tonality is compromised as the right-hand pitches complete the aggregate (m. 174),
complete the aggregate with doublings (m. 175), and complete the aggregate every other beat (m.
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176). The increase in pitch-dissonance complements the increase in metric dissonance, and thus
the destruction of meter.
Example 5.17. Composite Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) visual for mm. 157–173

C

D

Example 5.18. Table of relative consonance and dissonance at beat and metric levels for mm.
157–178. Bold underlined measures represent discrepancies between the two levels.
Beat-Level Relative Dissonance
158
160
163
165
167
169
171
173
175
157
159
161
164

Metric-Level Relative Dissonance
172

157
166
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Beat-Level Relative Dissonance
166
168
170
172
174
176
162
177
178

Metric-Level Relative Dissonance

160
161
162
169
170
159
163
168
171
158
164
167
165
166
173

Conclusion
CBAP and CDAP visuals reveal the relative consonance and dissonance at the beat and
metric levels. The earlier sections (mm. 46–57 and mm. 72–82) feature increases in dissonance
that are generally consistent between the beat and metric levels. Later sections (mm. 97–115 and
mm. 157–178) feature persistent dissonance throughout the sections, achieved by an interplay
between beat-level and metric-level dissonances. The trajectory progresses from general
consonance to general dissonance and, eventually, to a disintegration of meter. Although metric
disintegration occurs via increase in dissonance in Hungarian Rock, the next chapter will explore
metric disintegration via other means in Ligeti’s Désordre.
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CHAPTER 6
TRANSFORMATION FROM METER TO AMETER IN LIGETI’S DÉSORDRE
Ligeti’s Piano Etude, No. 1, Désordre, features what Ligeti calls an “irregular distribution
of accents [leading] to seemingly chaotic configurations.”51 He wisely chose the word
“seemingly” as Désordre includes a carefully constructed transformation from a metric A section
to an ametric B section. Although previous authors have discussed temporal processes in the
Etude,52 there are no discussions of the effect of those processes on the transformation from
meter to ameter. This chapter employs the Composite Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) and
Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) methodology to trace the transformation from meter to
ameter in Ligeti’s Désordre, highlighting the temporal processes that contribute to the metric
disintegration. Conflicts at three levels between the left- and right-hand melodies disintegrate the
meter: 1) phrase rhythm conflicts, 2) metric diminution, and 3) beat-level conflicts. The
composite effects illuminated by my CDAP methodology include a quasi-phasing process that
generates a palindrome of downbeats that becomes increasingly unintelligible towards the end of
the A section.

Phrase Rhythm
Although phrases frequently occur in post-tonal music, their boundaries cannot be
determined by harmonic implications as they are in tonal music. In his 1989 book, William
Rothstein claims a phrase must involve tonal motion: “if there is no tonal motion, there is no
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Sampo Haapamäki, Order in Désordre: Rhythmic and Melodic Structure in György Ligeti's Piano Etude No. 1
(Ph.D diss., Columbia University, 2012).
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Ibid.; David William Batchelor, Gestalt Principles in Ligeti's Piano Etude “Desordre” (DMA diss.,

University of South Carolina 2015); David Isgitt, An Analysis of Periodic Rhythmic Structures in the Music of Steve
Reich and György Ligeti (Master’s thesis, University of North Texas, 2002).
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phrase.”53 Furthermore, he distinguishes phrase from hypermeter, which is analogous to Lerdahl
and Jackendoff’s distinguishing between grouping and metric structures. For the phrase
boundaries and hypermeters in the A section, two of Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s preference rules
are relevant: MPR 1 (Parallelism) and MPR 2 (Strong Beat Early). MPR 1 (Parallelism) states:
“Where two or more groups or parts of groups can be construed as parallel, they preferably
receive parallel metrical structure.”54 MPR 2 (Strong Beat Early) states: “Weakly prefer a
metrical structure in which the strongest beat in a group appears relatively early in the group.”55
In the A section (Example 6.1), the left- and right-hand melodies’ phrases become offset
and contribute to the temporal instability that accompanies the transition from meter to ameter.
Taken in isolation, the right-hand phrases are consistent and fairly stable. The melody, delineated
by accented attacks only on white keys, traverses repeated subphrase and hypermetrical
groupings of 4+4+6 measures until the end of the section. Each 4+4+6 phrase resembles a
sentence, where the first four measures constitute the basic idea, the second four the repetition of
the basic idea, and the last six the continuation. The two basic ideas are rhythmically identical—
characterized by eighth-note groupings of 3+5, 3+5, 5+3, and a full measure. Although the
second basic idea is not an exact transposition of the first basic idea, it follows the same
contour—a common deviation occurring in sentence structures. The six-measure continuation
begins rhythmically like the basic idea, grouped 3+5, 3+5, 5+3, but the fourth measure continues
with 3+5, 5+3, 3+5 instead of the single full-measure group. The parallelism (MPR 1) that
occurs at the beginnings of each phrase determines the phrase boundaries, and the preference for
strong beats to occur early in a group (MPR 2) helps determine the hypermetric beats. In this
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excerpt, the hypermeter aligns with the subphrases. Each subsequent phrase begins exactly the
same but is transposed up by step from the previous phrase. As a result, the right-hand melody
participates in a large-scale stepwise ascent throughout the section: phrase 1 (blue) begins on B4,
phrase 2 (red) begins on C5, phrase 3 (green) begins on D5, and phrase 4 (yellow) begins on E5.
The carefully structured, sentential phrases of the right hand’s melody clash with the lessconsistent left-hand phrases, resulting in hypermetric instability. The left-hand melody,
delineated by accented attacks on black keys, begins with the same phrase lengths as those in the
right hand (4+4+6). The melody exhibits the same grouping structures as the right-hand melody
but does not contain the stepwise pitch relationships of the right hand’s sentence structures.
Furthermore, the left hand’s phrase structure is expanded at the second iteration (shown in red).
Whereas the first phrase of the left hand and all the phrases of the right hand are grouped 4+4+6,
phrases 2 and 3 in the right hand are grouped (4)+4+4+6, where (4) serves as an expansion at the
beginning of the red phrase. Note that the first blue subphrase in the left-hand melody
corresponds in contour with the second red subphrase; the second blue subphrase with the third
red subphrase; and the third blue subphrase with the fourth red subphrase. This expansion
significantly shifts the phrase alignment with the right hand. The effect of this expansion is
especially evident as the left-hand melody reaches phrase 3 (green), which is after the second
basic idea begins of the right hand’s phrase 3. The shifting becomes even more offset in the next
phrase. The left hand begins phrase 4 (yellow) toward the end of the right hand’s phrase 4. The
shifts in alignment create instability at the hypermetric level that contributes to the
transformation from meter to ameter, which will be discussed in greater detail in the next section.
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Example 6.1. Ligeti’s Désordre, A Section
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Metric Diminution
The shifting of phrases and hypermeter is only one way in which Désordre becomes
temporally unstable leading to the ametric B section. Metric diminution is another significant
contributor. Metric diminution occurs as early as the opening phrase in the right-hand melody.
The right-hand melody begins with a regular metrical pattern of three measures of 4/4 followed
by one measure of 7/8, while the left-hand melody consistently remains in 4/4. This generates
misaligned measures throughout the section and causes the phrases to become offset before the
aforementioned phrase expansion of the left hand. Note the second phrase (red) in the right hand
begins three eight notes earlier than the second phrase in the left hand. This is because the 7/8
measures truncate the phrases. Thus, the measure-level misalignments generate instability earlier
in the section than the hypermeasure-level misalignments do.
Both hands participate in metric diminution towards the end of the section, resulting in an
accelerando-like effect leading to the B section. The right-hand-melody’s metric process changes
in the sixth system, highlighted in red, where the 7/8 meter continues for two more measures.
This is followed by three measures of 6/8, three measures of 5/8, and three measures of 4/8. In
terms of metric diminution, the left-hand melody shifts to 7/8 around the same time as the righthand melody, but the metric diminution follows a different pattern. Whereas the right-hand
melody changed meters every three measures, the left-hand melody has four measures of 7/8,
three measures of 6/8, and two measures of 5/8 before reaching 4/8—both a diminution of meter
and of iterations.
Although each line in isolation exhibits a written-out accelerando that smoothly prepares
the listener for accented attacks occurring every eighth note, the combination of the two lines
significantly adds to the effect of metric disintegration. A composite visual illuminates the
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combined effect. Ligeti believed in the significance of the composite effect, claiming of subSaharan African music, “The patterns performed by the individual musicians are quite different
from those which result from their combination.” 56 The same could be said about Désordre, in
which the combined effect is quite different from the individual melodies. The Composite
Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) visual (Example 6.2) shows the composite effect of the two
lines at the metric level, revealing numerous contributors to the destruction of meter.
downbeats occurring in both hands,

shows

shows downbeats only occurring in the left hand, and

shows downbeats only occurring in the right hand. Because Ligeti uses offset bar lines, it is
necessary to normalize the notated time signature to account for both melodies. For this, I have
chosen the left-hand time signatures. I mentioned the metric inconsistencies at the beginning of
the A section generate misaligned measures and phrases from the beginning of the section. The
composite visual reveals a quasi-phasing technique in which the right-hand melody jumps ahead
of the left-hand melody by one eighth note every four measures. I use the term “quasi-phasing”
because the passage does not exhibit phasing in the traditional manner, involving two distinct
tempi. Rather, this quasi-phasing process occurs as a result of the metric irregularities between
the left- and right-hand melodies. The quasi-phasing generates a palindrome of downbeat attacks
from mm. 1–34. One could argue that this palindrome serves as a rhythmically stable, 34measure-long construct.
The palindrome is compromised, however, when the phase cycles again beginning in m.
35. The phase cycle is much shorter because of the aforementioned metric diminution that occurs
in both hands. Although the palindromic pattern of the first phase is no longer possible, it does
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exist here in modified form. Despite differing diminution processes in the left- and right-hand
melodies, the phasing process remains intact (marked by rectangles). The first two iterations are
four measures long, just as they are in the first phase. When the metric diminution begins,
however, the phases become three measures long. Measures 46–48 and mm. 49–51 are grouped
as such because they are clear iterations of the phase despite the change in meter. Those phases
follow a structured diminution of beat groupings that will be discussed in the next section. The
heavily modified hypermetric palindrome complements the heavily modified metric structures—
both contribute to the destruction of meter.
Example 6.2. Composite Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) visual for Ligeti’s Désordre, A
section
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Internal Groupings
I have shown the processes that contribute to temporal instability at the level of the
phrase and the level of the measure. Significant conflicts also occur at the level of the beat. The
beat groupings of the right-hand melody undergo a truncation when they fall on the 7/8 measure.
For example, m. 4, the end of the first subphrase, is 7
of the second phrase, m. 18, is a

long, and the end of the first subphrase

. As the metric diminution occurs, so does internal grouping

diminution. Just as the internal groupings were altered at the intermittent measures of 7/8 at the
beginning in the right hand, the groupings are altered further when metric diminution occurs. In
the 6/8 measures, the original groupings of 5 and 3 become groupings of 4 and 2. At the 5/8
measures, the groupings become 3 and 2, and at the 4/8 measures, they become 3 and 1.
Because the metric diminution follows different processes in each hand, grouping
dissonance occurs. The internal beat grouping dissonance becomes more intense as the metric
dissonance ensues. This is illuminated by the Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual
(Example 6.3). Whereas the CDAP visual reveals patterns at the level of the measure, the CBAP
visual reveals the points of dissonance at the beat level, where the two hands’ beats conflict with
one another. Note the points of dissonance become relatively closer and closer together towards
the end of the section, reflecting Harald Krebs’s principle of proximity.57
As with the metric diminution, the beat-diminution processes of the individual melodies
generate a written-out accelerando. The beat diminution effectively transforms the smaller, beatunit patterns from the beginning of the section into larger metrical patterns. For example, the full
measure at the end of the A section is four eighth notes in duration, which is shorter than the 5-

57
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relative strength of grouping dissonance.
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eighth-note-beats occurring at the beginning of the section. The 3-eighth-note beats from the
beginning of the section have been transformed into 1-eighth-note beats, reflecting another
shift—one from the level of the beat division to the level of the beat. These level shifts further
add to the temporal instability and contribute to the disintegration of meter.
Example 6.3. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for Ligeti’s Désordre, A section

Transformation Back to Meter
The B section features an abrupt resolution of dissonance into the return of the A section
(Example 6.4). The abrupt resolution occurs as the non-hierarchical eighth-note pulse
immediately becomes structured beat divisions in the context of the 3+5 melody. This abrupt
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change from ameter to meter is also accompanied by other extreme musical changes, including
an abrupt drop in dynamics and an abrupt contraction of range. The range in the B section
expands outward into the extremes of the piano’s capabilities, spanning more than six octaves at
the last pitches, D7 and A#0, and expands further at the onset of the A' section to F7 and A#0.
That expansion is accompanied by a steady crescendo to sfff. The return of the A section,
however, is marked by a contraction of range and a drastic drop in dynamic level. The changes
occur after the beginning of the return of the A section, giving the effect of an elision. Note the
dynamics and range change around the middle of the first measure of the second line of Example
4. Although The A' section begins at that point melodically and metrically, a listener unfamiliar
with the work would probably only recognize these changes retrospectively.
Example 6.4. Return to the A section in Ligeti, Désordre
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A' Section
The return of the A section contains some interesting modifications, leading to an ametric
ending (Example 6.5). Aspects of the right- and left-hands are reversed and the process of metric
diminution is replaced by metric augmentation. These different processes lead to a different
sense of ameter. Whereas meter in the A section compressed into nothingness through
diminution, meter in the A' section becomes diffuse via expansion. Table 1 outlines the
comparisons between the two A sections. Although the right-hand phrases follow the same
phrase structure as the right-hand phrases in the first A section, the left-hand phrases are quite
different. Unlike the first A section, the left-hand phrases begin two measures after the righthand phrases. Furthermore, they do not begin with the 4+4+6 subphrase grouping. Rather, they
follow the augmented phrases of the first A section (4+4+4+6).
The alterations at the metric level occur both in opposite hands and in opposite manner.
The left hand begins with a consistent 4/4 meter until the fifth system, where Ligeti inserts a 9/8
measure. This metric augmentation contrasts the right-hand’s metric diminution from the A
section. Furthermore, the left hand’s metric process continues with two measures of 4/4 followed
by one measure of 9/8. This 4/4 x 2 + 9/8 process contrasts with the A section’s 4/4 x 3 + 7/8
process. It continues until the green phrases, where 9/8 is replaced by 10/8. 10/8 is directly
followed by 11/8, 12/8, 13/8, and 14/8 before meter dissolves. Because the A section’s process
of metric diminution has been replaced by metric augmentation, the shifting of levels here is the
opposite of the A section. Whereas in the A section beat becomes measure, in the A' section,
measure becomes beat.
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Example 6.5. Ligeti’s Désordre, A' section
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Just as in the A section, the hypermetrical composite of the A' section reveals a
palindrome of downbeats. The CDAP visual (Example 6.6) reveals a more complex orientation
of palindromic patterns than in the A section. Despite the differing phrase structures between the
left and right hands, the measures are consonant for the first four systems. A strict palindrome
begins in the fifth system and ends in the 11th system. The palindrome itself is different from the
previous A section in that each repeated pattern occurs over three measures as opposed to every
four measures.
The approach to the ametric ending is quite different from the approach to the B section.
Whereas the A section contains a quasi-palindrome characterized by metric and grouping
diminution, the A' section contains multiple, shorter quasi-palindromes. The strict palindrome
contains eight different metric states reflected by the eight different measures of the visual. The
overlapping quasi-palindromes contain seven of those states (all but the one with two half notes)
in different orders. Although the ordering of the metric states prevents strict palindromes, they
follow palindromic patterns of “longs” and “shorts.” For example, the second quasi-palindrome
could be characterized as LSLLSL. The A' section incorporates quite different processes from
the A section in order to achieve ameter at the end of the work. A summary comparing the two
sections appears in Example 6.7.
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Example 6.6. Composite Downbeat Attack Point (CDAP) visual for Ligeti’s Désordre, A' section
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Example 6.7. Comparisons between A and A' temporal processes
A
LH
Phrase expansion
from 4+4+6 to
4+4+4+6
Regular 4/4 meter
until metric
diminution

A'
RH
Regular phrases
(4+4+6)

LH
RH
Regular phrases
Regular phrases
(4+4+4+6) begins
(4+4+6)
misaligned with RH
Regular 4/4 until end
Regular 4/4
of first phrase, then
4/4 x 2, 9/8 until
metric augmentation
Palindrome begins after 16 measures,
multiple quasi-palindromes towards end of
piece

Regular 4/4 x 3, 7/8

Palindrome begins at opening, single quasipalindrome

Ligeti’s manipulations of temporal processes meticulously deconstruct hierarchical meter
into the B section and into the ending of the Etude. Among those meter-destroying processes is
phrase misalignment, metric diminution, and metric augmentation. The composite of both hands’
varying processes of metric diminution and metric augmentation reveals a disintegration of
established palindromic patterns. Ligeti’s “seemingly chaotic configurations” of accents
constitute numerous processes that transform meter to ameter.
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CHAPTER 7
FURTHER APPLICATIONS
This dissertation has explored metric dissonance resulting from various interactions of
non-isochronous pulses at the level of the beat division, the beat, the measure, and the
hypermeasure. Metric Dissonances complement pitch and formal events in “Mars,” contribute to
large-scale increases in dissonance in Hungarian Rock, and work to gradually dissolve meter in
Désordre. Although I have shown that modified ski-hill graphs, CDAP, and CBAP visuals can
reveal levels of dissonance and patterns of metrical conflict involving non-isochronous meters,
this methodology also has the potential for further analytical and creative applications.
The modified ski-hill graphs I used in this dissertation were limited to examples with
both shared cardinality and divisions by 2, 3, 2+3, or 3+2. In other words, they were limited to
duple divisions, triple divisions, or non-isochronous duple divisions. Modified ski-hill graphs can
be further modified to account for other non-isochronous divisions. For example, 8/8 is
sometimes grouped as 3+3+2, which is a non-isochronous triple division. I will show how the
ski-hill graph can be modified further in Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos’s Próle do Bébé,
which exhibits metric dissonance involving a layer of 3+3+2/16.
The examples in this dissertation share another aspect in common—the presence of an
ostinato. “Mars” features the persistent, 5/4 ostinato, Hungarian Rock has the groove, and
Désordre contains regular left-hand phrases at the beginning. CBAP and CDAP visuals can also
illuminate dissonances in music with non-isochronous pulses without an ostinato. This will be
shown in two examples from Bartók’s Violin Duos.
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The methodology can also be used to further develop the conceptual gap between meter
and ameter, explore metric states as motives, which shifts the focus from level of dissonance to
recurrences of metric states, and serve as a compositional tool.

Modified Ski-Hill Graphs
When I showed how modified ski-hill graphs can illuminate metric dissonance in nonisochronous meters involving divisions by 2, 3, 3+2, and 2+3, it expanded the possibilities of
Cohn’s methodology. Meters with three non-isochronous pulses introduce new problems when
considering potential ski-hill graphs. Whereas quintuple meters can only be conceived as duple
or asymmetrical duple, meters such as 8/8 can be conceived as duple, asymmetrical triple, or
quadruple. Mark Gotham recognizes the fundamental difference between those meters with his
meter vectors, which contain “two numbers in curly brackets to designate the number of duple
and triple beats respectively.”58 His example of 11/8 meter grouped 2+2+2+2+3 is represented
by a meter vector of {4,1}, where 4 represents four duple beats and 1 represents one triple beat.
The vectors are by nature unordered.
Example 7.1 shows a portion of Gotham’s chart for meter vectors, which displays
possible time signatures and orders for each meter vector. Note that 9/8 has two different vectors:
{0,3} and {3,1}. {0,3} represents the typical, compound triple version of 9/8, and {3,1}
represents the asymmetrical quadruple possibility, which could be manifest by 2+2+2+3,
2+2+3+2, 2+3+2+2, or 3+2+2+2. Gotham points to Dave Brubeck’s “Blue Rondo à la Turk” as
an example, with its iconic ostinato that spans both asymmetrical quadruple and compound triple

58
Mark Gotham, "Meter Metrics: Characterizing Relationships Among (Mixed) Metrical Structures," Music Theory
Online 21, no. 2 (June 2015): par. 2.5.
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groupings (Example 7.2). Likewise, Gotham distinguishes 4/4 from 8/8, where 4/4 is typically
quadruple (2+2+2+2), and 8/8 is typically asymmetrical triple (3+3+2, 3+2+3, or 2+3+3). When
dealing with meters of a shared cardinality that can be expressed as an asymmetrical triple
pattern or a symmetrical quadruple pattern, an issue of metric level consistency arises, which I
explore in Heitor Villa-Lobos’s Próle do Bébé.
Example 7.1. Gotham’s Figure 2
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Example 7.2. Ostinato from Dave Brubeck’s “Blue Rondo à la Turk”

Próle do Bébé
Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) incorporates grouping transformations throughout Próle
do Bébé, no. 2, “A baratinha de papel…” that cross the fundamentally different 2/4 and 8/16
meters.59 He uses the tresillo rhythmic pattern, which is characterized by a 3+3+2 grouping of
sixteenth-notes. This grouping occurs throughout Example 7.3, delineated by accents in the
right-hand’s sixteenth-note ostinato. This non-isochronous pattern serves as a relatively stable
metrical construct, to which Villa-Lobos frequently disrupts with varying left-hand figures. The
established tresillo ostinato is dissonant against the left-hand triplet quarter-notes in m. 10. This
is followed by a rhythmic diminution to eighth-notes (m. 11), sixteenth-notes (m. 12), and thirtysecond-notes (m. 13) before a consonant resolution in m. 14.
Example 7.3. Villa-Lobos, Próle do Bébé, no. 2, “A baratinha de papel…,” mm. 9–16

59

Gerard Béhague, "Villa-Lobos, Heitor" (Grove Music Online. 14 Feb. 2018).
http://libproxy.library.unt.edu:2173/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000029373.
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The tresillo pattern, in Gotham’s terms, is in an asymmetrical triple 8/16 meter. The
quarter-note triplets represent a symmetrical, simple triple meter, but they are derived from the
symmetrical quadruple meter of 4/8. The eighth-notes are also derived from the symmetrical
quadruple meter of 4/8. Example 7.4 shows a modified ski-hill graph of the two meters. The
half-note in the middle of the example represents the unvarying length of a full measure. The
descending paths represent the different possible asymmetrical triple patterns (3+3+2, 3+2+3,
and 2+3+3). The red path highlights the tresillo pattern. The ascending paths represent the
different possible symmetrical patterns. The blue path highlights the conflicting quarter-note
triplets in m. 10, and the green path highlights the conflicting eighth-notes in m. 11 as the lefthand accelerates.
A significant issue arises in this example that did not occur with asymmetrical duple
meters—a conflicting number of metrical levels. While the first asymmetrical triple division of
the half-note contains dotted eighth-notes and eighth-notes, the first duple division of the halfnote contains two quarter-notes. By nature, pulses that are in a 2:1 relationship occur on different
metrical levels, and thus the quarter note cannot occur on the same level as the eighth-note. In
the green path, the same eighth-note duration as the red path occurs at the next division. Thus,
the eighth-note of the tresillo pattern occurs at a higher metrical level than the eighth-note of the
symmetrically divided pattern. This metric-level inconsistency is why it would not be
appropriate to show the green path on the same plane as the red path.
Although it is possible to show ski-hill paths in this manner, how does one determine the
level of dissonance when two fundamentally different meters as these are in conflict? The eighthnotes, dotted eighth-notes, and sixteenth-notes of the tresillo pattern cannot even be shown in a
continuation of the blue path. The left- and right-hands of this measure are in a complex hemiola
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relationship, but of a more extreme sort than those of which Cohn refers. Cohn’s complex
hemiolas involve divisions that are hypothetically possible at each level (i.e., half-notes vs.
dotted half-notes, quarter-notes vs. dotted quarter-notes, and eighth-notes vs. dotted eighthnotes). In this example, the blue path cannot rationally divide into the pulses of the tresillo. Thus,
the dissonance occurring here is greater than the simplest of complex hemiolas.
Example 7.4. Modified Ski-Hill Graph for Villa-Lobos, Próle do Bébé, no. 2, “A baratinha de
papel…”

To show the exact points of dissonance, a CBAP visual is helpful. The greatest common
factor between the two hands in m. 10 is the triplet thirty-second-note (Example 7.5), like the
Piérne example from Chapter 2. In m. 12, the rhythmic diminution accompanied by accents on
every sixteenth-note implies a shift in metrical levels, not unlike the shifts that occur in Désordre
and Hungarian Rock. The conflicting metrical layer ceases when the beat transforms into beat
division (m. 12), but the intensity of the passage continues through the rhythmic diminution into
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m. 15. The result is a blurring of meter without conflicting accents at the eighth-note/dotted
eighth-note level. In m. 15, the consonant tresillo pattern is accompanied by consonant accents in
the left hand, representing an abrupt resolution to consonance.
Example 7.5. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual for Villa-Lobos, Próle do Bébé, no.
2, “A baratinha de papel…,” mm. 9–16

Bártok’s Violin Duos
As I mentioned previously, the examples I have discussed in this dissertation all contain
an ostinato, but the methodology can be used to illuminate metric dissonance in music without an
ostinato. Bartók’s music contains examples of dissonance involving non-isochronous pulses but
not involving ostinatos. This section explores two excerpts from Bartók’s 44 Duos for Violin,
during which Bartók frequently employs isolated eighth-notes to correct the dissonance.
Duo No. 37, “Prelude and Canon,” contains two different dissonant passages. In order to
contextualize the dissonance involving non-isochronous pulses at the ending of the movement, it
is appropriate to first discuss the dissonance involving isochronous pulses that occurs in
measures 49–58. These measures initiate a contrasting section for which the tempo nearly
doubles from the previous passage (Example 7.6). The violins perform in displaced (D4+2) 2/4
measures until the Violin II performs a rest on the second beat of m. 57, correcting the
displacement, and thus abruptly resolving the dissonance. In mm. 54–55, Bartók uses unorthodox
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beaming for eighth-notes. He does not beam the first eighth-note on the downbeat of m. 54 and
m. 55 in the first violin part, and he does not beam the eighth-notes on the second beats of those
measures in the second violin part. I believe his choice of notation here reflects a desired
emphasis or separation between those eighth-notes and the ones that follow. Although the
resulting aural effect does not justify a shift in the 2+2 grouping structure, Bartók’s emphasis
here foreshadows a shift in grouping structure later in the Duo.
Example 7.6. Bartók, 44 Duos for Violin, no. 37, mm. 49–65

Towards the end of the movement, Bartók initiates grouping dissonances with nonisochronous pulses, which he resolves abruptly with isolated eighth-notes. In mm. 85–88
(Example 7.7), Bártok employs the rhythmic figure: eighth-rest followed by three eighth-notes
(blue), which, in the context of 2/4, functions as three-eighth-note anacruses to the following
downbeats. Bártok alters the anacrusis function, however, beginning in m. 88 (orange). Because
the groupings shift to 3+2, the three-eighth-note figures no longer function as anacruses in the
context of 2/4. These groupings, just as in the earlier passage, occur in displacement (D+2). The
dissonance persists until an isolated eighth-note occurs at the beginning of m. 92, which abruptly
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shifts the downbeat alignment back into consonance. The isolated eighth-note carries more
metrical weight here than it did in Example 7.6. Whereas in Example 7.6, the isolated eighthnotes followed consonant beat groupings of two eighth-notes, the isolated eighth-notes in m. 92
follow grouping dissonance between groups of three and groups of two, for which the listener
will expect a resolution. The Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) visual in Example 7.8 reveals
the points of dissonance and the abrupt shift in m. 92 as a consonant eighth-note pulse. Although
Bartók could have resolved the dissonance in m. 92 with a clear 2+2 grouping in the context of
the 2/4 meter, he instead chose the isolated eighth-notes, which suggests a melodic grouping of
1+3.
Example 7.7. Bártok, 44 Duos for Violin, no. 37, mm. 81–95. Blue indicates anacrusis figures.
Orange indicates anacrusis figures retrospectively conceived as 3+2 groupings.

Example 7.8. Bártok, 44 Duos for Violin, no. 37, mm. 88–93

Bartók’s use of isolated eighth-notes as a means to manipulate metric states occurs again
in Duo no. 42. Whereas the isolated eighth-notes in Example 7.7 function as a sort of correction
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leading to consonance, in Duo no. 42, Bartók uses an isolated eighth-note to initiate dissonance
(Example 7.9). The preceding measures contain a metrically consonant 2/4 meter in both hands.
The onset of dissonance begins in m. 9 as the second violin switches to groups of three eighthnotes. This switch occurs simultaneously with an isolated eighth-note in the first violin, followed
by groups of two eighth-notes. Although it is conceivable to hear this first grouping in the Violin
I as a grouping of three, Bartók’s notation seems to discourage that notion. Bartók does not shy
away from beaming across bar lines, as he does so in the second violin part, and the first violin’s
eighth-note is not beamed to anything else and is marked with an accent. The result of this onset
of dissonance is a displaced simple hemiola with groups of two eighths conflicting with groups
of three eighths. In mm. 12–13, the right-hand begins non-isochronous groupings of three and
two, which changes the trajectory of the dissonance created by the simple hemiola. Because of
the grouping change, measures 12–13 are more consonant at the beat level (Example 7.10). The
two-groups return in m. 14 only to be abandoned in m. 15. This abandonment of the 2/4 layer
lends to an abrupt resolution of dissonance to consonant groups of three, even though those
groups of three, beamed across barlines, are dissonant with the notated meter.
As I mentioned in Chapter 3, CBAP visuals do not require a written meter signature to
show consonant and dissonant beats. In examples without a persistent ostinato, such as the
Bártok Duos, a meter signature may only serve to delineate location in the music rather than
carry hierarchical implications. In Example 7.10, mm. 12, 13, 15, and 16 do not contain a 2/4
layer, which justifies the consonant beat attack point on the last eighth note of m. 12. Also, note
the off-beat x noteheads in the last two measures. These are not points of dissonance, but rather
beat attack points that are not rearticulated by the right hand. One could choose to leave out the
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meter signature altogether or use a different meter signature to highlight the primary metrical
layer at a given moment.
Example 7.9. Bártok, 44 Duos for Violin, no. 42, mm. 6–16

Example 7.10. Composite Beat Attack Point (CBAP) Visual for Bártok, 44 Duos for Violin, no.
42, mm. 9–16

Bridging the Metric/Ametric Gap
Unfortunately, an analytical system that defines the conceptual gap between meter and
ameter does not currently exist, but we can begin to bridge that gap. Meter is defined as a
hierarchical interaction of various pulse layers, including the beat, the measure, and the
hypermeasure, and ameter is defined as the lack of meter. I have observed that ameter can be
achieved via metric dissonance, as in Ligeti’s Hungarian Rock. Although metric dissonance may
be heard as an embellishment of meter when meter is still present, metric dissonance can become
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so strong that it prevents a clear meter from being perceived. Although one may expect that the
transformation from meter to ameter invariably involves an increase in dissonance, the intensity
of dissonance is not the only contributor to the disintegration of meter. Another way in which
ameter can be achieved is by a thinning of hierarchical layers over time or the deconstruction of
established metrical and hypermetrical patterns, as in Désordre. Whereas Hungarian Rock does
involve a large-scale increase in dissonance to ameter, Désordre involves established
palindromes that gradually become increasingly unintelligible towards the ametric passages.
Thus, it would not be accurate to claim that the transformation from meter to ameter in Désordre
is achieved by an overarching increase in dissonance. A conception of this metric/ametric gap,
then, must include both level of dissonance and patterns of dissonance.
To construct a system that conceptualizes all possible transformations from meter to
ameter, it is necessary to explore many more musical examples that involve metrical conflict.
Examples may include other compositions from Ligeti and Bártok and other Latin-American
examples from Villa-Lobos and others. I would not wish to limit the potential scope to a certain
composer or style because any music that features both metric and ametric passages can be
examined with my methodology. Furthermore, although the examples in this dissertation involve
non-isochronous meters, it is certainly possible for a composer to transform from meter to ameter
only using isochronous pulses, for which my methodology would also work.
A tangential concept to the metric/ametric gap is relative rhythmic stability. John Roeder
explores the concept of rhythmic conflict without metrical implications in his pulse-stream
analyses (Example 7.11). Although Roeder does show dotted lines to illuminate points of
coincidence, the composite effect is not shown in its entirety and is not the main point of his
analysis. A CBAP visual would show the composite effect of the interacting pulse streams.
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Although Roeder analyzes music from Stravinsky and Bártok, other music could benefit from
analyses of rhythmic stability, such as the works of Steve Reich and Elliott Carter.
Example 7.11. Roeder’s Pulse Stream Analysis of Schoenberg, Pierrot lunaire, Op. 21, No. 2,
“Columbine,” mm. 1–1460

Metric States as Motives
I mentioned previously that the Composite Beat/Downbeat Attack Point system not only
shows relative points of consonance and dissonance, but also shows patterns of consonance and

60

Roeder, “Interacting Pulse Streams,” 244.
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dissonance. This was evidenced in Chapter 5, when I discussed palindromic patterns and their
manipulations in the service of metric disintegration. Metric states, as shown by my CBAP and
CDAP visuals, can also be conceived as motivic when patterns recur. Furthermore, the nature of
metric states of this sort allows for motivic patterns to occur in otherwise strikingly different
musical contexts.
Example 7.12 reproduces the CBAP visual from Ligeti’s Hungarian Rock, mm. 46–57,
which contains metric states that recur in light of differing musical contexts. I have added
colored highlights that represent measures that share the same metric states. The red state
represents the fully consonant, 2+3+2+2 grouping, where the left-hand figures do not conflict
with the groove. The orange state represents minimal conflict, where the right-hand figures
conflict with the groove by accenting the fifth eighth-note of the measure. The yellow state also
represents minimal conflict, where the right-hand figures conflict with the groove by accenting
the fourth eighth-note. The indigo state is much more dissonant, with conflicting accents
occurring on the second, fourth, and ninth eighth-notes of the measure. The two purple states,
which share the same color but different levels of transparency, are slightly different from one
another but both fully dissonant. The colors correspond to the frequencies in the electromagnetic
spectrum (red to purple) and reflect relative levels of dissonance. Red is the most consonant, and
purple is the most dissonant. In this example alone, the red state occurs in numerous differing
metrical contexts: before the onset of an 18-group (mm. 46 and 50), in the middle of an 18-group
(m. 51), and before the onset of a 12-group (m. 52). The orange states occur in similar contexts
(the middle of 18-groups), but in differing contexts in later sections. The light-purple state occurs
in differing contexts in mm. 54 and 55, within a 14-group and into the 11-group respectively.
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Example 7.12. CBAP for Ligeti, Hungarian Rock, mm. 46–57

Example 7.13 reproduces the CBAP visual from mm. 72–82, which reveals recurring
states from Example 7.12 in differing musical contexts. The orange state here occurs in the
context of larger right-hand metrical groupings of 7 instead of the middle of an 18-group. The
red state occurs in the context of larger right-hand metrical groupings of 7 and 4. The yellow
state, which occurred in Example 7.12 at the border between two 18-groups, occurs here between
two 7-groups. The indigo state occurs in the context of 4- and 5-groups, whereas the same state
occurred in the context of 12- and 14-groups in Example 7.12. Based on these recurrences,
significant observations can be made about the metric states that may not be discovered with
other methodologies. Aside from simply recurring in different contexts, these motives can recur
in patterns, as they do in Examples 7.14 and 7.15.
Example 7.14 exhibits a pattern of green/blue alternation that occurs in varying metrical
contexts—an alternation perhaps foreshadowed in mm. 79 and 80 (Example 7.13). Similar
alternations occur in Example 7.15. Although the green/blue alternations occur in differing
metrical contexts, the similarity generated by these recurrences adds a sense of continuity
between the sections. Conceiving of metric states as motives allows one to consider the
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similarity between seemingly unrelated measures. I have shown that beat attack points can
follow consistent patterns despite differing measure groupings. Likewise, it is possible for
downbeat attack points to follow consistent patterns despite differing hypermeasure groupings.
Example 7.13. CBAP for Ligeti, Hungarian Rock, mm. 72–82

Example 7.14. CBAP for Ligeti, Hungarian Rock, mm. 97–115
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Example 7.15. CBAP for Ligeti, Hungarian Rock, mm. 157–178

CBAP/CDAP as a Compositional Tool
CBAP and CDAP visuals can also serve as a tool for composers to shape metrical
conflict. Composers may wish to increase dissonance gradually, use metric states motivically, or
create other metrical composite patterns. Example 7.16 shows a sample composition on the
bottom two staves and a CBAP visual on the top staff. The hypothetical composer wants the
CBAP pattern of two measures of consonance followed by the two-measure repeated metric state
pattern for mm. 3–4, 5–6, and 7–8. The lower staves show a possible realization of that pattern.
In m. 3, where the metrical conflict begins, the beat shifts in the right hand to that of the dotted
eighth-note, generating the dissonance shown by the CBAP in m. 3. To achieve the very
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dissonant m. 4, the beats must be offset by one eighth note for the first two beats. In order to
shape the dissonance that occurs in those measures, the right hand must be grouped 3+3+2+2+2,
and the left hand must be grouped 2+2+3+2+3. Over the course of those two measures, each
hand has five non-isochronous pulses, misaligned to fit with the conceived precompositional
CBAP. Note that mm. 5–6 and 7–8 feature different possible musical realizations of the recurring
CBAP pattern. The CBAP pattern is also used motivically across two different levels: the metric
state level and the surface level. Note that the CBAP in mm. 3–4 (metric states) contains the
same rhythm as the surface rhythm in the left hand in mm. 1–2. For any realization of a CBAP
visual, the composer should clearly delineate groupings, ideally following Lerdahl and
Jackendoff’s well-formedness and preference rules.
Example 7.16. Original composition using CBAP

3
2
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3
2

2
3

2
2

2
3

Whereas Example 7.16 shows the realization of preconceived beat-level conflict,
Example 7.17 alters the example to fit a potential CDAP realization. In order to reflect the
desired downbeats, the left-hand F from m. 4 in Example 7.16 is replaced with a C, generating a
parallelism between downbeats (C in m. 3 and C in m. 4) and thus strengthening the sense of a
downbeat. The same process occurs in m. 6 in the left hand, where G of Example 7.16 is
replaced with D in Example 7.17. The resulting measures (6/8 and 3/4 in the right-hand and 7/8
and 5/8 in the left hand) are shown with brackets.
Example 7.17. Original composition using CDAP

6

3

8

4
7
8

5
8

Whereas Example 7.17 consistently followed the shared cardinality of 12 eighth notes
(every two measures are consistent), Example 7.18 varies the CDAP, in turn varying the
cardinalities. The right-hand now has a cardinality of eight eighth-notes beginning in m. 3,
followed by seven (mm. 4–5) and nine (mm. 5–6). These grouping changes are accomplished by
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larger leaps at the grouping boundaries. It should be noted that although the CDAP is different
for Example 7.18, the CBAP is still the same as the one from Example 7.16 and Example 7.17.
Example 7.18. Original composition using a different CDAP

Closing Thoughts
I hope to have shown the potential for modified ski-hill graphs and the CBAP and CDAP
methodology as both analytical tools and compositional tools. As analytical tools, the
methodology can show levels of metric dissonance and patterns of metric dissonance on multiple
metrical levels, revealing temporal processes that are difficult to show using other
methodologies. Although this methodology has served as a starting point to build a conception of
metrical conflict involving non-isochronous pulses, it is possible and even advantageous to use
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CBAP and CDAP visuals for musical passages involving isochronous pulses, as the visuals
reveal exact points of dissonance and patterns of dissonance. I also hope to have initiated
meaningful discourse involving the conceptual gap between meter and ameter, which applies to
much of the music of the 20th and 21st centuries.
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